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INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION, FOREIGN
EXCHANGE AND SCHOLARSHIPS

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1983

HOUSE OF lizIPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:50 a.m., in room
340, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Paul Simon (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

'Members present: Representatives Simon, Penny, and Gunder..
son.

Staff present: William A. Blakey, counsel; Margaret Koval, staff
assistant; and Richard Di Eugenio, senio' minority legislative
assistant.

r. IMON The sthcommittee will come to ordei..-
My apologies, first of all. While we are about to meet on interna-

tional problems, I ha ,e been taking care of provincial problems for
the State of Illinois. I had to testify before another subcommittee.

I will simply enter m; statement in the record.
[The opening statement of Hon, Paul Simon follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. PA 11. SIMON, A EEPRESENTS.IIVE 11. CONGRESS FROM

THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, AND CH ORMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POS7oECONDARY

EDUCATION

Today the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education is conducting hearings on
International Student Exchanges. Opinions on what American Policy should be
toward foreign students in the United States vary widely. One side of the issue
argues that we should work on expanding the number of foreign students in this
country. Advocates of this point of view note that a large foreign student population
is a good way to internationalize our college campuses, and is good public diploma-
cy. Some of them point out that the Soviet Union sponsors far more foreign students
than America does and that we may be facing "a diploma gap." Others argue that
foreign students in the United States are good business. They provide a source of
revenue for colleges and state and local economies.

On the other side of the issue, many people are concerned that foreign students
are filling academic slots that should go to A.mericans. They are concerned that for-
eign students stay in the United States after graduation and thus take jobs from
American workers. They may also constitute a "brain drain" away from the devel-
oping countries.

Both sides of the issue, however, agree that there is currently a remarkable lack
of national policy regarding foreign students. According to a recent institute for in-
ternational education report, "the scene is marked more by an absence of decision
than by any distinctive pattern of decisionmaking within m across borders. This ab-
sence of decision, the report continues, is largely a result of incomplete or incorrect
information on the part of decisionmakers. We expect some of the testimony at
today's hearing to correct this informational deficiency.

The other aspect of educational exchanges concerns American students studying
aLroad. Few Americans today are untouched by events beyond the borders of the
United States. One in six Americans owes his or her job to international trade. One
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in three acres of American farmland produ.Ts for foreign markets. Given the chal-
lenges of foreign competition in the int rtir.tional marketplace, knowledge about for-
eign cultures and countries is critical tr American economic health. International
knowledge is also critical to enlio r.,(3 understanding and foster good relations be-
tween ourselves and other countries. In an age when the world is more interdepend-
ent than it has over been, it is alarming to discover that 40 percent of the twelfth
grades in a recent survey could not locate Egypt correctly, while over 20 percent
were equally ignorant about the wher,mbouts of France or China. Educational ex-
changes are one of the best ways to inr:reaso international literacy on the part of
American students. They arc also a crucial component of foreign language train-
ingespecially for those languages like Arabic, Russian, and Chinese that are more
difficult to master.

/aid yet, as we all know, the cost of traveling abroad for a semester or a year are
prohibitively high for most students. Today, therefore, we are also examining Gov-
ernment funding of American study abroad programs.

Our first witness is Dr. David Smock, Vico President of Program Development
and Research at the Institute of International Education. The Institute publishes an
annual handbook called "Open Doors" which is the best available source of statis-
tics on foreign students in the United States. Also testifying is Dr. Ronald Trow-
bridge, Associate Director of the Bureau of Education and Cultural Affairs for the
U.S. Information Agency. Dr. Trowbridge will fill us in on Government exchange
programs. Finally, we will hear from Dr. Barbara Burn. Dr. Burn is currently the
director of international programs at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
and former president of the National Association of Foreign Student Affairs. She
will be givingus insight into the barriers to exchange programs from the perspec-
tive of the students involved. Welcome.

Mr. Simoti. I am here with considerable concern. We are having
a great deal of discussion about weapons systems today Eurornis-
siles and a variety of other things. As we build up our weapons sys-
tems, we seem to be eroding our base of understanding.

If we have the finest possible weapons systems and even enter
into negotiations and successfully achieve agreement, unless there
is a base of understanding we are not headed in the right direction.
It is not very dramatic to talk about exchanges, but it is vital.

If I can just stretch the imagination of everyone here for a
moment, if 50 years ago Yuri Andropov had been an exchange stu-
dent for 1 year at Eureka College in Illinois and Ronald Reagan
had been an exchange student for 1 year at the University of
Moscow, I have a feeling we would be living in a vastly different
world today.

We don't know who the future Yuri Andropovs and Ronald Rea-
gans are, but we better provide the opportunity for people to get to
understand each ether better. This is not to suggest that there
aren't problems in this whole field of exchanges. Obviously there
are. But I think it is one of the most valuable investments we can
make.

If we took 1 percent of what we now spend on defense and put it
into international exchange programs, my instinct is we would be
in a much more secure world than we are right now.

My colleague, Mr. Penny, do you have any opening statements?
Mr. PENNY. No; I can't add much to what you have already said

I am disappointed that in recent years we seem to have deempha-
sized some very modest investments in cultural, educational, and
technological exchanges. I think that that creates a more danger-
ous world for us all.

In addition, T was disappointed last week when we steered away
from a policy of an emphasis on economic and developmental as-



sistance to emerging mAions in favor of the more heavy emphasis
on military assistance to those nations.

So, whether it is the large countries, whether it is adversaries
like the Soviet Union, or whether it is developing nations, we seem
to have moved in the wrong direction in recent years. I think that
this hearing is a step in the right direction, an effort to redirect
our focus toward improving our ties with these nations, improving
our understanding of them and their understanding of us.

Mr. SIMON. I concur heartily.
I think what we will do is take all three witnesses as a panel and

ask all three to testify and then ask questions of the three of you:
Dr. David Smock, Dr. Ronald Trowbridge, and Dr. Barbs:a Burn.

Dr. smock is the vice presider.. of the Institute of International
Education. We are pleased to hz you here as our first witness.

STATEMENT OF DAVID R. SMG, . ACE PRESIDENT, INSTITUTE
OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

Dr. SMOCK. Thank you,Mr. Chairman.
I am David Smock. I am vice president of the Institute of Inter-

national Education. IIE, having been founded in 1919, is the oldest
and now the largest agency in the fiold of international educational
exchange. In addition to its progm,ning esponsil.ilitiss, IIE oper-
ates a research program on international education and an annual
census of foreign students in this rf'untry, an activity financed
largely by the S. Information Ag The princil al,testimony I
will offer today deri -es from the dat, ,.,:iected in thie census.

Mr. SIMON. Iric.'entally, to all thrf itnesses, we will be happy
to enter your full tatements in the record. You proceed as
you wish.

Dr. SMOCK. Di ng the 1982-83 academic year, 37,000 foreign
students attended U.S. colleges and universities. Foreign student
enrollment has grown tenfold over the past 30 years, from .4,000 to
337,000, but the total university enrollment incrr,-,-ixl sixfold over
that period, meaning that as a proportion of the enrollment,
foreign stud °nts constituted 1.4 percent in 1954-55 and 2.7 percent
presently.

The proportions of foreign students in ; unt. as like Britain,
France, and Germany are all significantly greater than the United
States. The number of foreign students in the United States has in-
creased almost every year since 1954, but the rate of increase has
slowed dramatically in the past 2 years. The increase in 1982-83
over the previous year was only 3.3 percent, while in the middle
and late 1970's the annual rate of increase ranged between 12 and
16 perient annually.

Judging from the numbers of students currently enrolled in Eng-
lish language programs iri this country art I t*,,,s numbers registered
to take English exams in order to be Amitted next year to U.S.
universities, it is entirely possible that tie rate increase in uni-
versity enrollment will drop to zero this next or even show a
decline.

Part of this slowing in the nib... of increase can be attributed to
the precipitous decline in the number of Iranian students, but this
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shift in direction is also related to the world recession and to the
international economic climate.

The drop in oil revenues has adversely affected the OPEC coun-
tries, which were the principal source of the dramatic growth of
numbers in the 1970's. The foreign debt, balance of payments prob-
lems, and the sharp increase in the value of the U.S. dollar have
made a U.S. education much more expensive for foreigners.

Domestic factors in this country also seem to be contributing. HE
recently conducted a survey of 900 public colleges and universities
to identify changes in academic policy affecting foreign students. A
significant policy change is evident in university admissions; 30
percent of these 900 schools reported that, their admission stand-
ards are more stringent for foreign students than for domestic stu-
dents. For schools with more than 500 foreign students, 54 percent
require higher standards for foreign students than for American
students. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that one-third of these
restrictions have been imposed over the past 2 years.

Let us consider what countries feature most prominently in the
foreign student population in this country. Here are the leading
countries: Iran, with 26,000; Taiwan, 20,000; Nigeria, 20,000; Ven-
ezuela, 15,000; Malaysia, 14,000; Canada, 14,000; and Japan, 13;000.

While several countries are aendiu decline numbers, sharply
higher numbers are coming from other countries. Three Asian
countriesMalaysia, China, and Koreaall jumped by more than
40 percent over the previous year.

The four most heavily populated fields of study are engineering
with 23 percent, business administration with 18 percent, sciences
with 8 percent, and math and computer science with 7 percent. Ap-
proximately one-third of the students are graduate students, 47
percent are pursuing bachelors' degrees, 13 percent are enrolled in
associate degree programs, with the remaining registrants being
nondegree candidates.

Of particular interest is the fact that only 2.2 percent of the for-
eign students are here on scholarships prJvided by the U.S. Gov-
ernment. The vast majority are financed by the:: family's funds-
68 percentwhile the costs of an additional 13 pe:cent are covered
by their home governments.

Thus, according to IIE's census, about 7,300 foreign students are
on U.S. Government scholaihips, or were last year. While this
number is not trivial, it is a very small part of the whole and very
small indeed when compared to the number of foreign students'
holding scholarships by the Soviet Government for study in the
Soviet Union.

While precise numbers are difficult to obtain, the Soviet Minister
of Higher and Specialized Education reported in 1982 that there
were 86,000 foreign students in the Soviet Union, nearly all of
them holding Soviet scholarships. Thus, the number of foreign
degree candidates on Soviet scholarships is approximately 10 times
that of the U.S. Government. Moreover, a higher proportion of
Soviet scholarship holders are from the Third World countries than
is true for the United States.

Both because of the competitive disadvantage that the United
States faces vis-a-vis the Soviet Union and for various other rea-



sons, n very significant increase in Federal Government support for
foreign students is urgently required.

I believe the most compelling reason for augmentation of Gov
ernment appropriations for scholarships for foreign students i.; that
under 'present circumsfances the vast majority of foreign students
in this country .are Mr-financed and, in turn, they come from well-
to-do families'in the more prosperous developing countries..

The poorest students and the students from the least developed
countries must receive scholarships or they have no chance of
coining. This point has not been lost on the Soviet Union, which
focuses its aid on the poorest countries and the poorest students.

Two research projects which IIE has organized over the past year
demonstrate the value of foreign study both to the students and to
this country. A careful evaluation that IIE has conducted of a
decade-old scholarship program financed by the International Tele-
phone & Telegraph Co., ITT, and managed by HE, indicated that
the foreign graduate students who came to this country, one, re-
turned home; two, had enhanced their professional skills; three, ad-
vanced their careers at home and contributed to their country's de-
velopment; four, maintained their contacts with this country after
they departed; and live, they developed a more favorable image of
the United States as a consequence of having studied here.

HE organized another study, undertaken by Prof. Craucurd Good-
win of Duke University and .of. Michael Nacht of Harvard Uni-
versity, to ascertain the impact on Brazilians of having been stu-
dents in this country. They interviewed a large number of such
former Brazilian students.

They concluded that. their U.S. experience tends to inculcate it
greater appreciation for democratic values and enhanced their
desire to contribute to the democratic development, of Brazil. They
also developed overwhelmingly positive attitudes toward-mthe
United States.

Moreover, they tended to use their positions in Brazilian com-
merce and industry to buy American products ane., in 'turn, pro-
mote American export trade. They also served as a source of able
and supportive professional staff for U.S. corporations in Brazil and
frequently organized joint economic ventures for U.S. and Brazilian
corporations.

Investment in scholarships for foreign students to study here is a
very cost-effective way to contribute to international understand-
ing, to promote political and economic development of Third World
countries, and to serve American diplomatic and economic pur-
poses.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you for an excellent statement.
[The prepared statement of Dr. David R. Smock follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID R. SMOCK, VICE PRESIDENT OF THE INSTITUTE OF

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

My name is David Smock, and 1 am vice president of the Institute of Internation-
al Education. IIE, having been founded in 1919, is the oldest and now the largest
agency active in the field of international educational exchange. With five offices in
Asia, Africa, and Latin America and seven offices in this country, IIE manages over
100 different exchange programs, the largest of which is the foreign student Ful-
bright program involving 2,566 foreign students currently studying in the U.S. on

30-601 0 84 2 9



Fulbright grants. In addition to its p.ograming retiponnibilitien, HE also provides a
broad range ()I' information to the public, an well 1114 operating a remearch program
on international education, with nine research projects presently under way. Relat-
ed to the research program is an annual CCIIHUH of fbreign students in thin country,
an activity financed largely by the U.S. Information Agency and guided by the In-
tet astiociat lona( Omitiiittee on Data Collection, componed of representatives of never-
al agencies concerned with international rslitcation.

The principal testimony I will offer today derives from the data collected in thin
census, along with some of the cow:105'011H reached in recent lIE research projects.
The fbreign ntudent CCIIHUH in Conducted annually through a comprehensive survey
of all accredited U.S colleges and universities, including 2-year Institutions. Some
2,795 (or 98 percent) of these institutions responded to liE's quentionnaires in 1982-
83 and provided data on their foreign students. Let me sketch a profile of these stu-
dents.

During the 1982-83 academic year, 337,00(1 foreign students attended U.S. colleges
and universities. While this in a large number, it constitutes only 2.7 pet cent of the
total number of students enrolled at U.S. colleges and univernities.

Foreign student enrollment has grown tenfold over the pant 30 years, from 34,000
to 337,000. But total university enrollment increased sixfold over that period, from
2.5 million to 12.4 million, meaning that as a proportion of total enrollment foreign
students constituted 1.4 percent in 1954/55 and 2.7 percent presently. This was not
a dramatic increase, in that the proportion of foreign students has not even doubled
over the past 30 years. The proportions of foreign students in countries like Britain,
France, and Germany are all significantly greater than in the United States.

The number of foreign students in the United States has increased almost every
year since 1!;54, but the rate of increase has slowed dramatically in the past 2 years.
The increase in 1982/83 over the previous year was only 3.3 percent while in the
middle to late 1970's the annual rate of increase ranged from 12 to 16 percent.

:\ part of this slowing in the late of increase can be attributed to the precipitous
decline in the number of Iranian students, who remain as the single largest nation
in the foreign student population but whose numbers have dropped 25 percent from
the 1982 level and now stand at 2(1,700.

Even excluding the Iranian drop, the rate of increase for most other countries has
slowed as well, with the numbers from such countries as Saudi Arabia and Mexico
actually having dropped, and the rate of increase for a country like Nigeria having
dropped from 12.7 percent in the previous year to 6 percent this past year.

Judging from the numbers of students currently enrolled in English language pro-
grams in this country, and the numbers registered to take English exams in various
foreign countries in order to be admitted next year to U.S. universities, it is entirely
possible that the rate of increase in university enrollment will drop to zero this next
year, or even show a decline.

This shift in direction is related in large part to the world recession and the inter-
national economic climate:

The drop in oil prices and revenues has adversely affected th OPEC countries,
which were the principal source of the dramatic growth of numbers in the middle
and late 19703.

Foreign debt, balance-of-payment problems, and the sharp increase in the value of
the dollar have made a U.S. education much more expensive for foreigners just at
a time when dollar reserves are nearly depleted for many Third World countries.

Domestic factors in this country also seem to be contributing. IIE recently con-
ducted a survey of 900 public colleges and universities to identify changes in aca-
demi" policy affecting foreign students. Thirteen percent of these 900 institutions
reported recent reductions or elimination of tuition scholarships for foreign stu-
dents. Ten percent have imposed special tuition surcharges on foreign students.
,However, in only three percent of the schools do these surcharges exceed $250 per
semester, and thus they do not approximate the greatly increased tuition charges
imposed in recent years on most foreign students studying in Britain, France, Aus-
tralia, and certain provinces in Canada.

A more significant policy change is evident in university admissions. Thirty per-
cent of these 900 schcols reporte ' that their admissions standards are more strin-
gent for foreign students than fc f;c students, and an additional 14 percent
use the English language tests a: device for more than language compe-
tence. For schools with more that a students, 54 percent require higher
standards for foreig 4 students than ..,,c,.ican students. Particularly noteworthy
is the fact that onc-third of these restrictions have been imposed over the past two
years. The reasons for these new restrictions are not totally clear, but they probably
relate both to economic problems faced by U.S. institutions and to fear that as
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American student. numbers drop the proportion of foreign students will increase
unduly.

What does the future hold? It is impossible to predict very far into the futtho
since so tunny factors influence the numbers. We do not even know what will
happen next year. hut if a modest. L ;)ercent annual increase occurs between now
and the year 2000, they ,here would be 774,000 foreign students here at. that tune.
Thus the number 18 years from now would be 2.3 times the current figure. While
that is n significant increase, it does not approach the fourfold increase that has
taken place over the past 18 years. Moreover, it is not nearly HO )urge a number as
the 1 million predicted for the year 201)0 by a recent commission of the American
Council on Education that extrapolated from the rates of increase that character-
ized the late 1970's.

Let us consider what countries feature most prominently in the foreign student
population of this country. (fere are the leading countries:

Cce try Amount
Perunt of

total

Iran 26,/00 1.9
Taiwan 20,770 6.2
Nigeria 20,110 6.1
Venezuela % 15,490 4.6
Malaysia 14,010 4.2
Canada 14,020 4.1
Japan 13,610 4.0

This group of seven leading countries consists of o mix of Asian, African, Latin
American, and North American states, with only Europe missing.

While several countries have been mentioned as sending declining numbers,
sharply higher numbers are coaling from other countries. Four Asian countries
Malaysia, China, Korea, and Indonesiaall jumped by more than 40 percent be-
tween 1981/82 and 1982/83. The reasons for these increases relate to recent social,
political, diplomatic, economic, and educational developments, and differ from one
state to the other.

Little change is evident over the past few years in the most popular fields of study
and in the distribution of students among academic levels. The four moat heavily
populated fields of study are engineering (23 percent), business administration (18
percent), sciences (8 percent), and math/computer science (7.6 percent). Approxi-
mately one-third of the students (32.7 percent) are graduate students; 46.9 percent
are pursuing bachelor's degrees, and 13.3 percent are enrolled in associate degree
programs, with the remaining registrants being nondegree candidates.

Of particular' interest is the fact that only 2.2 percent of the foreign students are
here on scholarships provided by the U.S. Government. The vast majority are fi-
nanced by their personal or their family's funds (67.8.percent), while the costs of an
additional 12.8 percent are covered by their home governments. Thus about 7,370
foreign students are on U.S. Government scholarships. While this number is not
trivial, it is a very small part of the whole and very small indeed when compared to
the number of foreign students holding scholarships given by the Soviet Govern-
ment for study in the Soviet Union.

While precise numbers are difficult to obtain, the Soviet Minister of Higher and
Specialized 'Education reported in 1982 that there were 86,000 foreign students in
the Soviet Union, nearly all of them holding Soviet scholarships. Thus the number
of degree-candidates on Soviet scholarships is approximately 10 times that of
the U.S. Government. Moreover, a higher proportion of Soviet scholarship holders
are from Third World countries than is'true for the United States. The total
number of foreign students in the Soviet Union is substantitally less than in the
United States by a factor of 4, and the proportion of foreign students in the. Soviet
Union in relation to Soviet student is lower than in this country (0.3 percent com-
pared to 2.7 percent in the United Skates); but the striking disparity comes in the
much larger number of foreign students receiving government scholarships.

Both because of the competitive disadvantage that the United States faces vis-a-
vis the Soviet Union and for several other reasons, a very significant increase in
Federal Government support for foreign students is urgently required.

Increased U.S. Government support for scholarships for foreign students would .

not mean that the Government would be either the sole or even the most important
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itource of support. The of her Hilrees, including the very substant MI number of nehol.
arahips awarded by tI,S. collegeti and univi.isitieti- and thigoilicant corporate and
foundation grants- Will continue and hopefully expand over time. An an IIIiitif Cli.
lion, IIK wall aided by about $5.5 million in 1982 In fiC110111011111) I.1111(Iii from the pri-

vate sector,
A rood, and I believe the mom compelling reation fur augmentation of govern

meat appropriations for scholarships for foreign titiiiimitti Ill that under present cir
cuilintuncen the visit majority of tOreign students ill I hill country are tielllininiced
and in turn come from well-to do handle,' in the most rapidly developing nod mina
prosperous countries of Asia, the Middle Emit, Latin American, nod Africa, The

poorest students and the students from the (10V14011C(1 Countries inliftt receive
scholarships or they have no chance of coming to the United Slides. 'HMI point him
not been lost on the Soviet Union, which focuses its aid on the poorest countries and

the poorest students.
Much is made of the danger of the so-called brain drain, arousing fears that for-

eign studentti will not return home. Unfortunately, no win& data exist either in
the files of the Immigration and Naturalization Service or any o her agency to pro
vide clear guidance in answering this question. Students who come to the United
States on Ainericon Government scholarships have a very high rate of return to
their home countries. Only a negligible number of students supervised by under

Government or privately sponsored scholurships remain in this country. Moreover,
a very high proportion of those nonsponsored students who remain here after they
complete thvir schooling eventually return home, after spending one to five years
hire, Clearly, however, the INS needs to collect better HO that we can know
with greater certainty just what patterns prevail.

'I wo research projects which 111.' has organized over the past year demonstrate the
value of foreign study both to the students and to this country, A careful evaluation
HE has conducted of a large, decade-old scholarship program financed by the Inter-
national Telephone & Telegraph Company urn) and managed by IIE indicates that
the foreign graduate students who came to this country (1) returned home; (2) en-
hanced their professional skills; ',3) advanced their careers at home and contributed

more to their country s development; 1,1) nmintained their contacts with this coun-
try; and (5) developed a more favorable image of the United States as a consequence

of having studied here.
IIE organized another study, undertaken by Professor Craufurd Goodwill, Dean of

the Graduate School at Duke University, and Professor Michael Nacht of Harvard
University, to ascertain the impact on Brazilians of having been foreign students in
this country. Professors Goodwin and Nacht interviewed a large number of, such
former Brazilian students. They concluded that their U.S. experience tends to incul-

cate a greater appreciation for democratic values and enhanced their desire to con-
tribute to the democratic development of Brazil. They also developed overwhelming-
ly positive attitudes toward the United States. Moreover, they tended to use their
positions in Brazilian commerce and industry to buy American products and, in
turn, promote American export trade. They also served as a source of able and sup-
portive professional staff for U.S. corporations in Brazil and frequently organized
joint economic ventures for U.S. and Brazilian corporations.

Investment in scholarships for foreign students to study here is a very cost-effec-

tive way to contribute to international understanding, promote the political and eco-
nomic development of Third World countries, and serve American diplomatic and

economic purpose.

Mr. SIMON. Dr. Ronald Trowbridge, Associate Director of USIA.

STATEMENT OF RONALD TROWBRIDGE, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY

Dr. TROWBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, may I begin with a personal
anecdote about you?

Mr. &moil. I don't know. [Laughter.]
Dr. TROWBRIDGE. There is only one point of heresy in it. Recently

we were visited at USIA by an Italian delegation, Ambassador Pe-
trignani and a Senator Agnelli, wlio, among other things, were
complaining about the fact that not enough Americans were study-
ing Italian and what could we do to ipprove that. I said, "Well,
gee, the individual in this country who is taking the lead on all

1 2
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that is Representative Paul Simon of Illinois. I think you really
ought to see him."

At that moment, it occurred t.-) me that I had a copy of your
book, "The Tongue-Tied American," back in my office. I literally
sprinted out, ran down to get the book, brought it back and gave it
to her personally. I did not want to mail it to Italy because I did
not know in what century it would arrive, so I gave her the book,
the only heresy being that it was the autographed copy that you
sent me. Will you give me another one?

Mr. SIMON. You are going to get another one. I thank you for
that international distribution.

Dr. TROWBRIDGE. I have a truncated statement here of a larger
statement that I have presented.

Thank you for this opportunity to review briefly the most recent
activities of the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the
U.S. Information Agency as they relate to this committee

The Government's mjor student exchange programs are spon-
sored by the U.S. Information Agency and the Agency for Interna-
tional Development. Twenty-two other Government agencies also
conduct some exchanges, primarily at the postdoctoral level.
NA total of 8,767 foreign students participated in TJSAID's aca-

demic and technical participant training programs in 1982. Of that
total, 4,044 were academic trainees, most of whom were in the
United States pursuing graduate degrees.

During the same period, the USIA exchanged 9,611 persons
through its programs authorized by the Mutual Educational and
Cultural Exchange Act, of 1961. Of that number, some 2,029 Ameri-
cans participated in the agency's prestigious Fulbright academic
exchange program, while 3,105 students, scholars, and teachers
from abroad visited the United States.

For 1983, those figures are expected to increase slightly. I might
add parenthetically that we think we know what our budget is
going to be through the conference process, and there will be, rela-
tively speaking, a modest increase for the exchange programs.

The USIA administers Fulbright exchanges with 120 countries.
Over half the total number of Fulbright grants, however, are
awarded for exchanges between the United States and Western
Europe.

While there are specific historical reasons for this, there is also
an important financial reason; namely, many of the countries in
Western Europe contribute to the cost of the Fulbright program. In
fact, cost sharing is a well-established principle in most of the 42
countries with active binational commissions, although it must also
be said that cost sharing in countries without binational commis-
sions is also on the rise. Overall, we estimate that half of the total
cost of the Fulbright program is provided by sources other than the
U.S. Government.

No treatment of exchanges can be complete without reference to
USIA's English teaching and book and library programs. Particu-
larly in developing countries, English serves educational and devel-
opmental needs. American national interests are served as well,
since English provides a necessary tool to an understanding of our
institutions and culture, our politics, and policies.

13
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These are the same objectives served by exchange of persons pro-
grams and, indeed, the success of our exchange programs depends
in significant measure on our ability to communicate with people
in other countries in a common language. Again, let me add paren-
thetically that I have frequently made the comment that in our ex-
change program, we ought to talk about not only exchanging
people but exchanging ideas.

Each year, 3.4 million individuals in 80 countries use USIA li-
braries worldwide. Foreign readers check out over 6,000 books a
day. Since most people in the world will never come to America or
even meet an American, the American libraries in 132 cities
abroad provide a unique professional response to those foreign citi-
zens with questions, intellectual curiosity, and interest in our
American culture and institutions. The USIA library also provides
an extremely effective means of increasing foreign understanding
of American ideals and values.

Next, I move into the section concerning the effectiveness of
these exchanges.

The exchange of persons programs, especially educational ex-
change programs, are a vital dimension of this Nation's public di-
plomacy. The academic exchange programs of USIA are not only a
symbol of this Nation's commitment to increased mutual under-
standing, but a time-tested. means of achieving that goal. Indeed, it
is a major premise of the Fulbright program that if the structures
of peace are to be built on human foundations, then exchanges
which _strengthen communication and increase mutuai understand-
ing are among the necessary building blocks of that foundation.
Seen in this light, exchange programs become an essential instru-
ment of foreign policy not just of the United States but of all par-
ticipating countries.

USIA is committed to upholding the xr atual nature of its ex-
change programs. A long-term trend favoring grants to foreigners
to come to the United States has been checked and is being re-
versed. In fiscal year 1982, 74 percent of the Fulbright prograrit's
grants worldwide were going to foreigners coming this way. Grants
to American students have been particularly neglected and need to
be increased.

We are working to increase the number of opportunities further
for American students through new regional programs in Latin
America, East Asia, and the Near East and South Asia. We believe
that these opportunities for our students, combined with the pres-
ence of foreign scholars here, make a major contribution to inter-
nationalizing American education.

The Government's most recent initiative in the exchange field
that is, the President's International Youth Exchange Initiative
will build on this foundation. An expanded series of largely private-
ly sponsored exchanges of young people can serve as the feeder
system for academic exchange programs. We hope it will stimulate
young Americans to pursue foreign language and international
studies.

The interagency Teacher-Text-Technologywhat we call 'ITT
initiativeis another new program currently under consideration
which proposes to upgrade the quality of niath, science, and Eng-
lish education on the secondary level in Africa.

14
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An interagency working group made up of representatives from
USIA, USAID, the Peace Corps, the National Science Foundation,
the Department of Education, and the Department of State is in-
vestigating means of addressing the problems of secondary educa-
tion in Africa by working directly with secondary school teachers
and teacher trainers.

The last section that I have speaks to the issue of the comparison
of United States and Soviet exchanges. I thought David Smock
gave you a very excellent report on that. My figures pre simply re-
dundant as compared to his. Let me simply highlight a few pas-
sages in here rather than going through the whole thing.

The Soviet Union and its allies now have over 80,000 foreign stu-
dents studying in their countries at Soviet bloc expense. As David
said, we have well over 300,000 foreign students in this country,
but only about 8,000 of these students are studying here under the
sponsorship of the U.S. Government.

The Soviet bloc efforts concentrate almost exclusively on stu-
dents from lesser developed countries. In 100 developing countries
for which comparable data are available, the Soviet Union spon-
sorsmy figure is 11 times. I notice that Dave used the figure 10.
times. In any event, it is 10 or 11 times more sponsored by the
Soviet Union than sponsored_by the United States.

Foreign students who study in the United States are among the
best qualified students studying outside their own countries. We
know this because we can compare admission standards in U.S. col-
leges and universities with admission standards abroad. We cannot
make similar assessments of foreign students studying in the
Soviet Union.

The nature of American and Soviet exchange programs differs
significantly. In fact, the Soviets do not conduct exchanges in the
American sense. They recruit and train students at their expense.
There is no attempt at two-way communication.

Finally, we at USIA are part of the wide-ranging discussions now
taking place in this country on the importance of international
educational exchange. How many and what kind of exchanges are
in the national interest? It is sometimes a confusing chorus of
voices.

More exchanges are certainly necessary if we are to maintain
our international competence. More are necessary `f we are to
employ effectively one of our strategic resources, our system of
higher education, effectively.

Unlike the familiar models of Wesywn Europe, exchanges with
the developing world will not expand without government involve-
ment, ours and others. If we rely on the private sector to increase
exchanges in the Third World, the increases will be quite minimal.

Finally, I would like to commend Chairman Simon and the other
members of the subcommittee for the attention you have given
these issues. We stand ready to provide whatever additional assist-
ance or information you might wish.

Thank You.
Mr. StmoN. We thank you very,'Very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Ronald L. Trowbridge follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. RONALD L. TROWBRIDGE, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF THE
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS, U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY

Thank you for this opportunity to briefly review the most recent activity of the
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the U.S. Informational Agency as
they relate to international education at the postsecondary level.

The major government programs, which exchange students are sponsored by the
U.S. Information Agency and the 'Age 'icy for International Development. Twenty-
two other Government agencies also conduct some exchanges, primarily at the post-
doctoral level.

Appendix A. "Report on U.S. Government International Exchange and Training
Programs," offers preliminary data f.r lub on all government-sponsored exchanges.

ex-
changes. They totalled 25,493 in 1982.
Appendix B offers a country -by- country breakdoivn of all Government-sponsored ex-

A total of 8,767 foreign grantet.4 participated in USAID's "academic" and "techni-
cal" participant training progran.s. Of that total, 4,044 were academic trainees,
most of whom were in the U.S. purscing graduate degrees.

Africa 2,060
Geographic distribution:

Latin America 274

Near East and South-Asia 952
East Asia n 758

During the same period, according to the I most recent figures, the USIA ex-
changed 9,611 persons through its programs authorized by the Mutual Educational
and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961. (Appendix C offers a summary of the various
exchange programs conducted by USIA.) Of that number, some 2,029 Americans
participated in the 'Agency's prestigious Fulbright exchange program, while 3,105
students, scholars and teachers from abroad visited the United States. For 1983,
those figures are expected to increase only slightly.

The primary distinction between researcher and student is the level of academic
achievement of the grantee. Students do predoctoral graduate work. Researchers are
postdoctoral fellows. With very few exceptions USIA and USAID do not sponsor un-
dergraduate exchange programs.

The USIA administers Fulbright exchanges with 120 r ;<.s. Over half the
total number of Fulbright grants, however, are awarded fc: nges between the
United States and Western Europe. While there are speciik, ,orical reasons for
this; there is also an important financial reason: many of the countries in Western
Europe contribute to the cost of the Fulbright program. In fact, cost-sharing is a
well-established principle, in most of the 42 countries with active binational commis-
sions, although it must also be said that cost-sharing in countrieswithout binational
commissions is also on the rise. Overall, we estimate that half of the total cost of
the Fulbright program is provided by sources other than the U.S. Government. Fre-
quently such cost sharing takes the form of such in-kind contributions as housing
for American grantees or tuition waivers and other forms of financial aid which is
provided by innumerable American colleges and universities.

No treatment of exchanges can be complete without reference to USIA's English
Teaching and Book and Library programs. English', which is the language of inter-
national communication, of education, of the transfer of science and techology, and
of world commerce is highly desired by government officials, professionals and uni-
versity students, among others. Particularly in developingsountries, English serves
educational and developmental needs. For the United States, national interests are
served as well, since. English provides a necessary tool to an understanding of our
institutions and culture, our politics and policies. These are the same objectives
served by exchange-of-persons programs and, indeed; the success of our exchange
programs depends in significant measure on our ability to communicate with people
of other countries in a common language. The Precipitous decline in the quality of
English language instruction and capability in Africa and other former colonial
areas three ' ns our ability to communicate effectively. and administer meaningful
exchange-of- rsons programs in these important areas.

Each year SIA libraries allow 3.4 million individuals in 80 countries to-freely
browse and f ly pursue their own interests about the United States. World-wide
foreign reade check out6770 books an hour, over 6,000 a day. Our non-circulating
reference books are consulted over a million times a year, magazines and newspa-
pers over 680,0 0 times. Our specialized reference services, unique in most of the
world, are findi g increasing use by foreign governments, especially legislative re-
searchers.

16
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Students, of course, regard American libraries as treasure houses in developing
countries where a single book costs several weeks' wages. Economic and political
barriers Lbroad are such that, throughout most of the world, the average readers'
only source for an American book, American magazine, or American newspaper is
the USIA library. And these libraries serve as "permanent exchanges" but without
visa and departure date problems. Since most people in thfs world today will never
come to America or even meet an American, the America) _)rary in the 132 cities
abroad provides a unique professional response to those foreign citizens with ques-
tions, intellectual curiosity and interest in our American culture and institutio

For all their usefulness, the number of USIA libraries and reading rooms has
been reduced from 254 in 1963 to today's 132. In 1963, the collections world-wide num-
bered 4.1 million books in 231 libraries. In 1983, our 132 libraries hold 826,000
books. (See Appendix D.)

SFFECrIVENESS OF EDUCATIGNAL EXCHANGED

Ex 6h-tinge-of-persons programsespecially educational exchange programsare a
vital dimension of this nation's public diplomacy.

The academic exchange programs of USIA are not only a symbol of this nation's
commitment to increased mutual understanding, but a time-tested means of achiev-
ing that goal. Indeed, it is a major premise of the Fulbright program that if the
structures of peace are to be built on human foundations, then exchanges which
strengthen two-way communication and increase mutual understanding are among
the necessary building blocks of that foundation. SeeA in this light, exchange pro-
grams become an essential instrument of foreign Fo licy, not just of the United
States, but of all participating countries.

A tenet of the Fulbright programbinational plannog and administrationis a
daily reminder of the purposes of the Mutual Educatior,rd and Cultural Exchange
Act of 1961. In 42 countries binational boards of directors translate high-minded
ideals into concrete expressions of joint U.S.-foreig commitment to mutual under-
standing..In more than 30 countries local governments contribute financially to the
program. In some countries the foreign contribution not only matches but even ex-
ceeds our own. The MECEA of 1961 was designed to encourage cooperation between
countries and between countries and private organizations. In 1982 the U.S. govern-
ment contributed approximately 47 million dollars to the program; foreign govern-
ments and private foreign and domestic sources contributed an additional 40-50 mil-
lion dollars.

USIA is committed to upholding the mutual nature of its exchange programs. A
long-term trend favoring grants to foreigners to come to the United States has been
checked and is being reversed. (In fiscal :mar 1982, 74 percent of the Fulbright Pro-
gram's grants worldwide were going to foreigners.) Grants to American students
have been particularly neglected and need to be increased.

We are working to increase the number of opportunities further for American stu-
dents through new regional programs in Latin America, East Asia and the Near
East-South Asia.
_ USIA also funds administrative expenses for the International Student Exchange
Program [ISEP], which provides support for American and foreign undergraduate
and graduate students to study outside their own countries. ISEP has grown from
an initial ten institutions to a network of 120 in 20 countries. In fiscal year 1984,
more than 350 American and foreign students will participate in the program.

Why have more than forty nations signed formal agreements with us reco^n, izing
the importance of the Fulbright program? Why do scholars from 80 additional coun-
tries eagerly participate? The Fulbright program is more than 5,000 students and
scholars travelling abroad each year. It is in fact more than 150,000 academic ex-
changes since 1948. The Humphrey program, a part of the Fulbright program spe-
Cifically targeted to Third World countries, has enabled a number of young profes-
sionals at mid-career level to come to the United States for a year of utudy and
work-related practical training. Since the program began in 1979, over 300 grantees
have participated. One of these Humphrey Fellows is Proces Bigirmana from Burun-
di, who was at Pennsylvania State University studying Public Administration. Upon
his return, home he was appointed director for Europe and North America in the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation for the Government of Burundi. How
did his American experience change him? How will American interests be served?
In his case, only time will tell, but previous Humphrey fellows like Bigirmana have
formed an international alumni association, which will eventually have chapters in
the more than 80 countries.

30-601 0 - 84 - 3 17
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The joining together of these young professionals to foster mutual undersLAnding,
to recruit new Humphrey fellows, to exchange information in their respective fields
of study, and to commemorate their stays in the United States suggests a hidden
strength of such exchanges, namely, the establishment of long-term institutional
networks that grow out of relatively short-term individual exchanges.

The senior scholar program provides its own examples. Wilton Eck ley is a profes-
sor in the English Department of Drake University in Iowa. Ten years ago he chose
to spend a year teaching American literature to eager Yugoslav students. He also
taught them our songs and helped them improve their technique on the guitar. Last
year Professor Eck ley volunteered to go to Bulgaria to inspire another group of stu-
dents. He was probably the first visting American professor at the campus of the
university in Veliko Turnovo. His students in a provincial Bulgarian city were en-
riched, as were his American students upon his return to Iowa. Teachers and schol-
ars like Eckley are important not only for w1-...t they take with them but for what
they bring back.

Among students, nun.erous examples abound. Richard Westerfield was a U.S. Ful-
bright student in Romania. So successful has he been in his field of music composi-
tion and conducting that he has been invited to return to Romania in the spring of
1984 to conduct orchestras in a number of Romania's major cities. Similarly, Rebec-
ca Huss Ashmore, Fulbright student grantee to Lesotho, to explore the effects
of seasonal fluctuations in food supply and work requirements on the health and
productEity of the agricultural labor force. Her work was so innovati.t Luid success-
ful that she was asked to participate in a broader study with funds provided by the
World Bank to examine traditional health care methods in Lesotho as a basis for
health projects the Bank is planning for :hat country. It is clear that her work will
have an immediate impact on the well-beizig of countless people in that region of
the world.

Over 300,000 foreign students in this country, are not Fulbrighters. They study at
over 2,000 U.S. institutions. vast majority return home to contribute to their
countries' development. What do they take home besides a diploma? Through grants
USIA provides to groups like the National- Association for Foreign Student Affairs,
foreign students, while in the United States, are frequently able to spend time with
an American family, to talk about their home countries with local community and
religious groups. In the process they learn about us and our culture. They learn that
America cannot be ur -lerstood from inside a classroom or laboratory alone; they un-
derstand that English is a language of much greater subtlety than the version con-
tained in their textbooks.

These sketches and the many more we could cite add up to a uniquely American
expression of our purpose as a people. How we choose to conduct our public diplo-
macy differs profoundly from that of other nations.

Its accomplishments are measured in human -sized increments, but it is also a
symbol to,othera around the globe of our commitment to a better world.

The Government's most recent initiative in the exchanges fieldThe President's
International Youth Exchange Initiativewill build on this foundation.

An expanded series of largely privately sponsored exchanges of young people will
be the "feeder" system for academic exchange programs. We hope it will stimulate
young Americans to pursue foieign language and international studies.

The communities which host young people from abroad or the homes o: the young
Americans who go abroad will also benefit in modest but significant ways.

The Youth Exchange Initiative is an opportunity to improve and increase all ex-
changes. It provides a specific focus for various commuity-based groups to rally
around. U.S.-sponsored exchanges depend for their success on volunteer effort and
in the work of not-for-profit exchange organizations.

The Youth Exchange Initiative, in addition. to increasing the number of young
people who study abroad each year, will highlight the work of the volunteers and
the private sector groups who have long had a commitment to international educa-
tion.

The interagency Teacher-Text-Technology rrill Initiative, currently under consid-
eration, proposes to upgrade the quality cf math, science and English education on
the secondary level in Africa. During USIA Director Charles Z. Wick's visit to
Africa last year, repeated requests were made by African officials for additional
help by U.S. Government in this area. An Inter-Agency Working Group [IAWG] was
formed, made up of representatives from USIA, USAID, Peace Corps, the National
Science Foundation, the Department of Education, and the Department of State, to
investigate means of addressing the problems of secondary education, in Africa by
working directly with secondary school teachers and teacher trainers.
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The IAWG reviewed ten proposals anti selected five countries as most promising
for first-year pilot projects: Liberia, Malawi, Rwanda, Tanzania, and Togo. Two addi-
tional countriesBurundi and Sierra Leonewere identified as possible backup
candidates.

It is anticipated that the first TIT - related projects will begin in the Fall 1984, in-
volving USIA-fielded personnel (Fulbright grantees, Academic Specialists, USIA
7,nglish Teaching officers) and Peace Corps Volunteers.

As in the case of the Youth Exchange initiative, TTT should provide the basis for
expansion of traditional Fulbright exchaaps in Africa over the medium term by
broadening the pool of competitive cand's..etes c. the university level and for im-
proving the quality of current and future t:y.changes with Africa by freeing the pro-
gram from urgent requests for teachers of math, science and English to stand in for
non-existent local staff.

COMPARISON OF UNITET; STATES AND SOVIET EXCHANGES

The Soviet Union and its allies now have over 80,000 foreign atudrnts studying in
their countries at Soviet Bloc expense. Although there are more than 300,000 for-
eign students in the United States, only about 8,200 of these students are studying
here under sponsorship by U.S. (...,overnrient exchange and developmental assistance
programs. (Appendix C provides a ccur try-by-country breakdown of U.S. exr.:ianges
data.)

Soviet Bloc efforts concentrate almost exclusively on students from lesseralavel-
oped countries. (Appendix E provides summaries of U.S. exchanges and training fig-
ures and estimates of Soviet loc figures as available for different regions of the
world.)

The priority which the So et Union gives to its it age as a patron of internation-
al education is further reflected in the figures for i ernational book publishing: in
1979 the USSR published 83 million books in 1E foreign languages vs. USIA's
581,387 books in fifteen languages. Publishing in th Soviet Union in Spanish alone
has been approximately 12.5 million books. Indeed, in each of those years USSR
Spanish-language children's books alone exceeded total worldvpde USIA efforts in
all languages.

There are no data available on the rzumbe.' i Soviets studying abroad, although
we estimate the number to be minimal. Estimates of Americans studying abroad -ire
inexact, ranging from a low of 30,000 to a high of 100,000.

Beyond these quantitative comparisons, little additional data are available. We
fall back on anecdotal evidence and the inductive assessments of experienced ob-
servers.

Foreign students who study in the United States are among the best qualified stu-
dents studying outside their own countries. We know this because we can compare
admissions standards in U.S. colleges and universities with admissions standards
abroad. We cannot make similar assessments of foreign students studying in the
Soviet Union.

The nature of American and Soviet exchange programs differs significantly. In
fact the Soviets do not conduct exchanges in the American sense. They recruit and
train students at their expense; there is no attempt-at two-way communication.

Our higher education institutions differ dramatically from Soviet institutions.
Whatever the quality of education foreign students receive in the Soviet Union, the,
students are not integrated with millions of domestic students into a decentralized
academic structure. They are isolated and segregated.

Our social systems are profoundly different. In our academic exchange programs,
and in the open access to knowledge we provide for hundreds of thousands of stu-
dents who we do not sponsor, the many voices of America speak. It is unlikely that
foreign students in the Soviet Union experience either the freedom of inquiry of the
dynamic social complexity that characterizes American life.

We at USIA are part of the wide-ranging discussions now taking place in this
country on the importance of international education exchange. how many and
what kind of exchanges are in the national interest? It is a sometimes confusing
chorus of voices. More exchanges are certainly necessary if we are to maintain our
international competence. More are necessary if we are to employ one of our strate-
gic resourcesour system of higher educationeffectively.
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In the months and weeks ahead we will have to look carefully at our cepacity.
Unlike the familiar models of Western Europe, exchanges with the developing world
will not increase without Government involvementour and others. They must be
based on clearly defined mutual interests and they must be planned to. account for
the Oirferences which exist here and abroad.

Fi. .diy, I would like to commend Chairman Simon and the other members of tho
sub_ommittee for the attenti,n you have given these issues. We stand ready to pro-
viee the committee whatever additional assistance and information you might w:.,h
to have.

20
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THE CONTENTS OF THE FOLLOWING REPORT SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED AS, AN

AUTHORITATIVE OR DIVE sinimma OF ALL INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE AND

TRAINING FROWNS OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT. THE REPORT IS BASED ON DATA

SUPPLIED BY AGENCIES AND DEPARTMENTS IN RESPONSE TO A SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE.

THE STATISTICS ARE INCOMPLETE AND THEREFORE SHOULD BE VIEWED AS UNFINISHED,'

RESEARCH, SUBJECT TO REFINEMENT BY MORE FORMAL AND SYSTEMATIC DATA-GATHERING

AND ANALYSIS.
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ANNUAL REPORT: U.S. GOVERNI1E14T EXCHANGES

POLICY AND COORDINATION UNIT

1982

I. BACKGROUND

USIA's Exchanges Policy and Coordination Unit (E/AAX) was established in
1978 to carry out the Agency's Presidential mandate to 'coordinate the
international information, educational, cultural and exchange programs
conducted by the U.S. government' and to serve as a governmental focal
point for private U.S. international exchange programs. This was a new
office and unlike any that came into USIA from the Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs (CU). However, it represented only the most recent attempt
in a long history of interagency activities designed to expand data-sharing
among federal exchange and training programs and to coordinate programs of
common interest.

Since the office was created, the E/AAX staff has attempted to determine the
limits of coordination and decide what efforts would be most beneficial to
v.S. government agencies aml private sector organizations engaged in
international exchange activities. For the most part, E/AAX has been guided
by the recommendations of the General Accounting Office in its report of
July 24, 1978, entitled 'Coordination of International Exchinge and Training
Programs -- Opportunities and Limitations.' In that report, the GAO stated
that 'a permanent interagency mechanism supported by a full-time staff and
an interagency data bank to coordinate U.S. exchanges and training programs
was overelaborate.

GAO's report about the limits of coordination did not, however, suggest that
interagency cooperation and coordination were unnecessary. Rather, the GAO
suggested 'that what is needed to perfect meaningful coordination appears to
be more modest and more manageable than sane of the efforts and proposals of
recent years., ,E/AA'accepted the GAO recommendation that the Agency take
advantage of opportunities to pursue its role as coordinator of information
on federal exchange programs.
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Six activities constituted the core of a modest, respectable U.S. Government

coordination effort in the area of exchanges, according to the GAO report.
Of the six, three involve the compilation of what are essentially

directories and short-term lists, one a computerized data system. Of the

remaining two recommendations, one focuses on better field-level cooperation

at posts overseas, the other on better information sharing at t.-.2 Washington

level, utilizing periodic and.targeted conferences.

The principal functions of the Coordination Unit are data collection,
limited interagency working groups on specific exchange matters, and
clearance of U.s. government officials travelling under the aegis of foreign

governments. The utilization of collected data in caviling individual

country profiles of USG exchanges, special statistical reports for various

Agency elements, Congressional committees, and other Agencies and
Departments also represented major E/AAX activities.
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II. A.S. GOVERNMENT EXCHANGES

The principal international educational, cultural and scientific exchange
programs of the U.S. Government have fluctuated somewhat erratically during
the period of the past five years, with the correlation between funding
levels and actual numbers of exchanges impossible to establish with any
degree of logic:

FY-1978 FY-1979 FY -1980 FY-1981 FY-1982
Estimated
Dollars (in

million$) $743.5 627.0 597.5 536.2 504.3

ParticipantS 37,479 37,350 43,409 34,997 45,368

The peak year in terms of federal funding was 1978. Yet, despite
substantially lower levels of funding, FY-1980 and FY-1982 figures show the
largest numbers of participants. Several explanations may lie behind these
anomalies. Shifts in types of exchanges may explain greater numbers per
dollar. Clearly, sane types of exchanges are simply more expensive.
Inconsistencies in definition and in the reporting of data are legion.
Counterpart funding of a complementary nature on the part of participants or
their governments may be another factor. Finally, in some programmatic
categories at least, the infrastructure supporting exchange remains at the
same relative cost levels, whether fifty or one hundred persons are
ultimately involved.

Cumulative figures for the major USG agencies appear here in Table I.

30-601 0 - 84 - 4 25
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U.S, Government Exchanges

TABLE I

Principal International Educational, Cultural and Scientific

Exchange Programs (U.S. Government)

Fiscal_ Year 1978 Fiscal Year 1979
Fiscal Year 1980 Fiscal Year 1981 Fiscal Year 1982

Dollars Patti- Mars Dollars Partl- Dollars Parti- Dollars Parti-

cipants (in millions) cipants (in millions) cipants

105.0 5,000 105,0 5,367

10,360 69.7 9,008 72,0 8,7671/

(in millions) cipants (in cipants (in

Peace Corps 65,4 6,019 73,5 5,723 74.5

AID: Office of

International Training 29.0 7,052 50.0 7,400 50,0

IParticipant Training

Program)

DOD: International

Military Education

and Training (Imer)

Foreign Military Sales

Program (FMS)

31.5.

540.3

Department of Education

Fulbright Hays programs

Abroad and Specific Currency 5.2

Health and Human Services 10,2

National Science

Foundation and

SFC Program

. USIA,

4,542 28,0

6,793 387.9

:586 5,4

862 12.1

10.4 3,668

51.5 LT
743.5 371-474

10,8

59.3

627.0

1. All AID figures irlude
Third Country Training

2. Large numbers Of trainees
due to larger number of less

expensive training courses offered this year, and large 3rd country level

programs with shorter training courses,,

3. Statistics for gational
Institutes of Health only

4. Includes statistics from
the Public Health Service, Office

of Human Development Service and Social Security Administration

5, Includes statistics from
East-West Center and American Participants

2,002 25,0

8,843 343.2

.2,900 4.3

899 18,2y

3,400 11.9

6 183 70.4

37,350 597.5

1,986

7,612

2,637

3,731

3,400

sal

43,409

28,4 4,811 42,0

243.9 4,156 164.9

4.6 2,338 4.6

18.6 .1,0501 24,2

10.6 3,000 10,1

55,4 5 554 81,5

536.2 '34,997 504.3

5,843

10,6881

1,338

..,3,254i1

2,108

LE
,45,368

NOTE: Peace Corps, AID, DOD, Education, MS, NSF and USIA together
constitute approximately 90% of all U93 exchange programs,
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, Some trends are immediately apparent and in some instances constitute cause
for concern or indicate a need for further analysis.

What follows is documentation of the data collected from each U.S. Government
agency or Department engaged in international exchanges in Fiscal 1982. The
information for each includes: a) funding levels and numbers of participants
for FY-1981 and FY -1982, plus projected budgets for FY-1983; b) a brief
statement on the legislative mandate governing the agency or .department's
activities; c) a description of the exchange programs administered; and d)
statistics for FY-1982 by geographic areas and/or programs.

Attachments to this report include: 1) a copy of the Survey Questionnaire
used to collect FY-1982 data, 2) a sample country matrix, and 3) a copy of the
pilot country profile on Kenya to indicate the type of country profiles the
Coordination Unit is preparing.

27
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AGENCY: PEACE CORPS FUNDING:

FY -1981 $105 Million
5,000 Volunteers

FY-1982 $105 Million

*41-
5,367 Volunteers

FY-1983 $109 Million !Projected)

Geographic Area: Africa, Latin
America, North Africa, Near East,
Asia and Pacific

LEGISLATIVE MANDATE:

The Peace Corps was established by Executive Order on March 1, 1961. The

Peace Corps Act, subsequently passed by Congress, outlined what has come to be

known as the 'Three Goals' of the Peace Corps:

1) to provide skilled assistance to the peoples of interested countries,

particularly the developing Countries;

2) to foster understanding of'the United States by other nations; and

3) to promote a greater understanding of the world and other cultures

.-----among-the-Amer-ican_peo

PROGRAM DESCRIPTICN:

Since 1961 over 90,000 Americans have served in the P ce Corps. Today,

approximately 5,400 volunteer(PCVS) serve at_the r nest of 60 'host

countries' around the world. Peace Corps has its emphasis during the

Reagan Administration to a) promoting competitive enterprise development; b)

reorienting family services to encourage self-sufficiency; and c) recruiting

older Americans and persona with specific skills to provide jobs-creating

training.

Peace Corps Volunteers are not employees of the United Siates Government.

They usually serve a two-year term in the host country-after training in

language, cross-cultural awareness, and 'appropriate technology' skills.

Volunteers receive a small Monthly living allowance and a readjustment on

projects which use theii skills in a number of areas including agriculture,

fisheries, forestry, nutrition, health care, math and science education,

vocational education, and small business development.

28
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After the much - publicized years of early expansion by the Peace Corps, host
countries began requesting specific skills from Volunteers-which caused a
dramatic decrease in numbers Ind budget.' Under President Reagan's
Administration Peace Corps .4a4 been re-established as a separate agency (it
had been part of Action since 1971) and the declining budget trend has
reversed, reflecting initiatives in voluntarism and private enterprise. The
increased funding level will enable the Peace Corps to enter Haiti for the
first time in twentyone ears, as well as to consider other countries'
requests for expanding Volunteer assistance.

Peace Corpe Volunteers by Geographic Area
Fiscal Year 1982

Africa 2,409.

. Latin America 1,421'

North Africa,
Near East, Asia
and Pacific 1,537

Total 5,367

Those countries receiving the largest numbers of Volunteers in FY-82 were:
Kenya (317), and Zaire (259).the Philippines (392), Ecuador (374),



AGENCY: AID
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FUNDING:

FY-1981 $69.7 Million
9,088 Participants

FY-1982 $72.0 Million
8,767 Participants

FY-I983 $75 Million (Projected)

Geographic Area: Worldwide

LEGIMATIVE MANDATE:

AID's Participant Training Program, funded under the Foreign:Assistance Act of
1961 as amended, provides for technical and academic training for foreign
nationals participating in development projects in developing nations.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

The Pa .ipant Training Program assists in upgrading the educational and
human resources of those less developed countries that are assisted by AID
.programs, in order to further their national development efforts'by extending

educational opportunities at all levels from primary through higher education,
and by increasing ma:ismer training in. skills related to development.
Participants generally come from the government, industry, or the academic
world of their countries:and most are already skilled-in their professions.
They are selected jointly by officials of their own government and by AID
personnel in the country concerned; and they receive academic and/or technical
training in the U.S., in their own country, or in third countries.
Participants agree.to return to their country to work for two or more years in

their specific fields for each year in AID training and to share their
education and knowledge in .developing and implementing new programs.

Participant training is divided into "acadesic and 'technical", with academic'
training defined as that which taken place in an accredited institution of
higher.learning and leads to a degree. Associate (two,-year) and bachelor

(four year) degree programs are the exception in AID with more eMphasis being

placed on Masters and PhD,programs. AID's policy has been to fund a..

participant through-only one degree.

Training not leading to an academic degree is classified as technical.
Technical training includes observational visits, on-the-job training, special

ptograms and_seminars and, in some few cases, training in an academic

institution not leading to a degree.

Technical activity fields of training (both academic and technical) include
agriculture, education, public administration, health, population and family

planning, and industrial areas.

3o
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Much of the training of foreign nationals is managed by the Office of
Internationarlzaining, Bureau for Science and Technology (ST /IT), with most
of the programming, placement, and support services for participants handled

by ST/IT contractors. These services include the orientation, placement,
monitoring, and evaluation of participants, And the provision of health
insurance and counseling services for participants. Other AID training is
performed through mission or host country sponsored contracts with U.S.

institutions and organizations. These contracts are related to specific
development projects agreed upon by the host government and the U.S. AID
mission in that country, and cover broad development objectives with training
frequently being Only one element. These contractors usually assume full
responsibility for the timing and quality of the training programs in
accordance with AID training regulations and procedures. The Office of
Internation41 Training provides some support services to contractor sponsored

participantb.

AID's Participant Training Program
Fiscal Year 1982

Academic Technical

Geographic Area Trainees Trainees Total

Africa 2,060 1,100 3,160

Latin America 274 1,071 1,345

Near East 6 South Asia 952 1,637 2,589

Asia 758 900

'CM
1,658

TNT 61,752"

Region Unidentified 15

Total 73;717

The five countries in which AID provided the largest numbers of participants

in FY-1982 were: Egypt (1,448), Indonesia (579), Kenya (317), Yemen Arab

Republic (279), and Morocco (279).

NOTE: The above statistics include all categories of training,
during FY 1982 including Third Country Training

31
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AGENCY: DOD A. FUNDING: International Military Education and Training

FY-1981 $28.4 Million
4,811 Participants

FY-1982 $42.0 Million
5,843 Participants

FY-1983 $45.0 Million (Projected)

Geographic Area: Worldwide

B. FUNDING: Foreign Military Sales (Foreign
Governments)

FY-1981 $243.9 Million
4,156 Participants

FY 1982 $164.9 Million
10,888 Participants

FY 1983 $222 Million (Projected)

Geographic Area: Worldwide

LEGISLATIVE MANDATE:

The International Military Educlation and Training Program (IMET) and the
Foreign Military Sales Program (FMS) remain the cornerstones of the Department

of Defense's sponsored exchanges. The training is authorized under Section
541 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, and is meant to support the foreign
policy objectives of the U.S. by providing an effective and relatively
inexpensive contribution to the military strength of friendly countries.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS:

The ImET Rrogram provides education and training to military and related
civilian personnel of friendly countries on a grant basis. Although the
thrust behind these programs centers on military security needs explicitly
directed toward broad U.S. national interests, significant cultUral benefits
are also derived. Through these programs, citizens of other countries and
U.S. military personnel gain mutual understanding that contributes to the
achievement-of U.S. foreign policy objectives. The FMS prcgram includes
provision of training to friendly_ countries with adequate wealth to maintain
and supply their own military forces or assume a larger share of these. costs.

32
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The specific objectives of those training programs are as follows:

1. To create skills needed for effective operation and maintenance of
equipment acquired from the U.S.;

2. To assist the foreign country in developing expertise and systems
needed for effective management of its defense establishment;

3. To foster development by the foreign country of its indigenous
training capability;

4. To promote military rapport with the armed forces of the foreign
country; and

S. To foster better understanding of the U.S., including it., people,
political system, and other institutions.

Funding for the IMET program.rose sharply in FY-1982 as the effectiveness and
importance of the program received recognition from both the executive and the
legislative branches. The FMS program is funded by foreign governments from
their own national funds or from FMS credit programs.

International Military Education and Ttaining_Program

Africa'
FY - 1982

481
Latin America 2,774
East Asia 1,095
Near East and South Asia 1,129
Europe 364

5,843

The largest number of trainees came from Colombia (658), followed by Peru,
Honduras and Egypt (over 300 each), and Thailand, Philippines, Ecuador and
Korea (over 200 each).

Foreign Military Sales Program

FY - 1982
Africa 308
Latin America 1,537
East Asia 2,497
Near East and South Asia 3,409
Europe 3 137

10,688

The number of FMS trainees rose sharply in FY-82. The following countries led
in numbers of trainees: Japan (1,793) Saudia Arabia (1,563), El Salvador
(1,439), Federal Republic of Germany (1,374), and United Arab Emirates (1,042).

33
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AGENCY: DEPARTMENT` OF EDUCATION FUNDING:

FY-1981 $4.6 Million
2,338 Participants

PY-1982 $4.6 Million
1,338 Participants

FY-1983 $4.6 Million (Projected)

Geographic Area: Worldwide

LEGISLATIVE MANDATr:

The Department r4 Education Organization Act of October 17; 1979, authorized

the establiL'mell of the Department of EduCation which came into existence on

May 4, 1980. 'I the new Department, all exchange programs are administered
under either the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961
(Fulbright-Haysl Section-102(b)(8), or Title VI of the National Defense
'Education Act (NDEA) of 1958, now Title VI of the Higher Education Act.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS:

--The TEACHER EXCHANGE program provides opportunities for elementary and

secondary school teachers, and, in some cases, college instructors and
assistant professors to teach outside the United Stites. Various arrangements

are made by the. U.S. Goyernsent with other countries to provide for a direct

exchange or a one-way placement of teachers.

The GROUP PROJECTS ABROAD program provides grants to U.S. educational

institutions or non-profit educational organizations for training, research,
advanced foreign language training, curriculum development, and/or
instructional materials preparation or aoguiaition in international and

intercultural studies: Participants may include_ college and university
faculty members, experienced elementary and secondary school teachers,
curriculum supervisors and administrators and selected higher education
students specializing in foreign language and area studies. ,

The DOCTORAL DISSERTATION RESEARCH ABROAD program provides assistance for

graduate students to engage in full-time dissertation research abroad in
modern foreign language and area studies. Designed to develop research

knowledge and capability in world areas not widely included in American
curricula, the program aids prospective teachers and scholars who wish to
conduct orginal research in their area of specialization and to enhance their

knowledge of the region, its people, and its language(s).

--The FACULTY RESEARCH ABROAD program offers opportunities for research and

study in foreign language and area studies. It is designed to help higher

education institutions strengthen their internatinal studies programs by
assisting key faculty Members to maintain expertise, update curricula, and
improve teaching methods and materials.

34
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The FOREIGN CURRICULUM CONSULTANT program brings experts trom otner
countries to the U.S. for an academic year to ansist selected American
educational institutions in planning and developing their curricula in foreign
languages and area studies. State departments of education, large school
system, smaller four-year colleges with teacher education programs, and
groups of community colleges are given priority in securing consultants'
services.

Programs

Fulbright-Hays Program

Fiscal Year 1902
Costs Participants

Teacher Exchange Program $680,589
-35. 589 Q
I525,u00

Group Projects Abroad 1,600,000
Doctoral Dissertation Abroad 1,720,000
Faculty Research Abroad 720,000
Foreign Curriculum Consultant 211,000

TOTALS $4,576,000
@ Reimbursed by USIA

6
9

210 U.S.
209 Foreign
419

756 U.S.
95 U.S.

1

1,31: Foreign

35
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Geographically, the above programs break down as follows:

Teacher Exchange Program

Area Participants

Africa
Latin America
East Asia 2

Near East and South Asia -

Europe 417

419

Group Projects Abroad

Africa 57

Latin America 47

East Asia 163

Near 'East and South Asia 198

Europe 291
756

Doctoral Dissertation Abroad

Africa 16

Latin America 12

East Asia 26

Near East and South Asia 18

Europe 23

95

Faculty Research Abroad

Africa 1

Latin America 5

East Asia 11

Near East and South Asia 8

Europe 28

53

Foreign Curriculum Consultants

Africa 5

Latin America 1

. East Asia 4

Near East and South Asia 3

Europe 2

15

GRAND TOTAL 1,338

36
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FUNDING (All Sources):

FY-1901 $1d.6 Million )Statistics
)for HIM only

1,050 Participants)

FY-1902 $24.2 Million )Statistics
)for entire

3,254 Participants)Department

FY-1903 $20.0 Million (Projected)

Geographic Area: Worldwide

LEGISLATIVE MANDATE:

There are three principal components of the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) which are engaged in international activities, including
exchanges of experts. These components are: (1) the Public Health Service
(PHS), (2) Office of Human Development Services (IDS); and (3) Social Security
Administration (SSA), operating under the legislative authority of the Public
Health Service Act of 1944, as amended, and The Foreign Assistance Act of
1961, as amended. HHS is a domestic agency and its international activities
are a clear reflection and an outgrowth of its domestic responsibilities.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS:

Alcohol., Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration (PHS): ADAMHA is

concerned with the determination of the causes, treatment, prevention and
control of mental and emotional illnesses and related public health'

problems of substance abuse, ADAMHA provides the following exchange

opportunities:

Visiting Program - Highly qualified foreign' scientists are invited to
work as visiting scientists at ADAMHA Institutes. Visiting scientists

engage in research and work in paid staff potations.

Guest Workers - ADAMHA receives guest workers, when expenses are paid

by outside sources. Laboratory/work space is provided.

Centers for Disease Control (CDC):
Concerned with protecting the health of the American people through
control of diseases, the CDC cooperates internationally on: (1)

operational research to enhance new knowledge/ (2) training of
indigenous personnel to enhance local capabilities; (3) reduction and
prevention of morbidity and mortality. Exchange/training opportunities

include:

Training Overseas by CDC Experts - includes such topics as
epidemiology, diagnosis of selected infectious diseases, mycology,

improving laboratory methodology. Training is provided in response to
requests of foreign governments, either directly or through WHO or AID.
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Visiting Scientists - CDC provides specialized training, work
experience or consultation for foreign scientists and health officials
who visit the Center. They attend formal courser', participate in
conferences, or consult with staff on various aspects of disease
control and prevention. Training may be sponsored by foreign
governments and universities, AID, international organizations, or
foundations. CDC does not make visiting scientist awards. Over 400
foreign scientists and health officials visit CDC each year.

Food and Drug_Adminiatration (FDA):
FDA's mission is to protect the health of the American people by assuring
the safety and efficacy of drugs and medical devices, and the sanitary
quality of foods. FDA pcovides the following international exchange or
training opportunities:

Training in Foreign Countries - FDA, as required to further its
regulatory programs, holds workshops to train fotoign nationals in such
topics as testing of shrimp or other food products for sanitary
quality, food and drug laws, and other areas germane to FDA's mission.

Visiting Scientists - FDA accepts up to five foreign visiting
scientists each year to fulfill specific research needs in FDA
laboratories or programs. Participation is by invitation, based on
specific research needs of the FDA. Participants fill salaried FDA

positions.

Guest Workers - FDA will accept foreign guest workers in its
laboratories, when the expenses of the workers are paid from other than
FDA sources -- foreign government or institution, international
organization, foundation, etc.

Health Resources and Services Administration (URSA):
Provides leadership related to resolution of Problems associated with the
distribution, access to, and improvement of U.S. health resources,
including health planning and manpower development and the delivery of
services.

Training in Foreign Countries - Provides training overseas in such
areas as emergency medical services under reimbursable agreements.

Exchange Opportunities - Limited faculty and student exchanges provided
for under program in Egypt, which involves three U.S. and tfuee
Egyptian medical schools and a U.S. private volunteer organization.,

Guest Workers - Guest workers or visiting scientists accepted at URSA
facilities (e.g. Indian Health Servicea.facilities, National Hansen's
Disease Hospital) when expenses paid through non-HRSA resources.
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AID Participant Traineen - Under Hesourcen Support !,eivicen Agreement

with Agency for International Development provides for training of

foreign nationaln in the health field either in MIS facilities or

other U.S. institutions. Participants are selected by their own

governments and referred to RASA through AID channels.

1410 Fellowships - Adminintera, on behalf of the P115, the 1430 Fellowship

Program. This includes awards to U.S. nationals seeking fellowships

and facilitating placement of fellows from other countries, who are

referred to PUS through the Pan American Health Organization.

National Institutes of Health CHIN;
The principal biomedical research institute of the U.S. Government, NIH

consists of 10 categorical institutes, the National Library of Medicine, ,

and other related support units. Exchange/training opportunities offered

are the following:

Opportunities for Foreign Scientists:
Fogarty Scholars in Residence - "World Class" distinguished scientists

are invited to NIH for up to one year to engage in research on topics

of contemporary importance in biomedical research. Awards include

salary and are by invitation only.

International Research Fellowship Program - Promotes collaborative

biomedical reseatch between U.S. and foreign scientists an offers

foreign scientists, in the formative stages of their careers, the

opportunity to work with senior U.S. scientists in medical institutions

in the U.S. Nominations are made to the Fogarty International Center,

NIH, by national nominating committees of participating countries.

Visiting Program: Fellows, Associates, Scientists - participants are

foreign scientists who are invited by an NIH investigator who will

sponsor the visitor's research. Applicants must have a doctoral degree

or the equivalent and have postdoctoral experience. Stipend is based

on experience/qualifications. Approximately 900 participants

annually. Administered by the Fogarty International Center on behalf

of the NIH Institutes,

guest Researchers - Foreign scientists ate invited to use NIH

intramural facilities, but researchers must have thei7 own source of

support.

International Fellowships in Neurosciences and in Tropical Diseases

Qualifications and terms are similar to the International iulsea,ch

Fellowship Program. The Neurosciences program stresses convulsive

disorders and cerebrovascular disorders. The Tropical Diseases Program

stresses malaria, schistosomiasis, filariasis, trypanosomiasis, leprosy

and leishmaniasis.

Opportunities for U.S. Scientists:
Senior International Fellowship Program - Outstanding U.S. faculty

members in ildcareer are provided an opportunity to study abroad.

Program administered by Fogarty International Center, NIH.
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Nh,110j401! AnO_G!rnInp Fellpwshipt for U.:;. ncifsntiNta
a,iintilititZhl by the Fogarty Internetiiinia Center.

alvallnitiol for U.S. and Foreign Scientists under Oilatetal Agreements:
U.S. -usnit Exchange in ilonith !id-Oilcan - Cinder IRTall) Agreement with the
USSR, each country in entitled to up to five man-months of exchanges
each year in the health sciences. sanding aide pays transportation and
receiving side pays local expenses. Salary not included. The program
is administered by the Fogarty International Center on behalf of the
Public Health Service.

U.S.-Homanin Scientint Exchanv Under bilateral agreesxmit for
iaTaific end cultural exchange, health exporta exchanged on the basis
of reciprocity. The program in administered by the Fogarty
International Center on behalf of the Public Health Service.

National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS):
The HMS collects, analyzes and disseminates health statistics on health
status, health needs and resources to meet domestic health program
needs. It also cooperates internationally through research and expert
consultations.

Training Overseas - At the request of foreign government, through AID
or international organizations, NCHS staff provide training in vital
statistics improvement.

Visitors and Guest Workers - NCHS receives foreign visitors for short
periods of time or guest workers who can contribute to NOM program
objectives and who have their own source of support.

OFFICE OP HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SEFIVICES
Programs of the Office of Human Development Services (51DS) focus on
public welfare policy and planning, and organization of community
services. They are concerned with special groups such as the aging,
Children and the disadvantaged. The OHM does not have any formal
exchange visitor programs, but they do receive foreign visitors and guest
workers.

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTMTION
The Social Security Administration (SSA) is concerned with the operation
of the United States Government's Social Security System. SSA is engaged
in comparative studies of social security systems in other countries and
of social security policy issues. SSA does not have any formal exchange
programs, althoup they receive many foreign visitors and are willing to
receive guest workers from other countries.

40
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PURL,IC HEALTH SERVICE ct,

1. National-Institutes of Health International Exchange Programs,
Fiscal Year 1982

PROGRAM Costs. Participants

Fogarty Scholars
in Residence

International Research`
Fellowship:

Visiting Program

Guest Researchers

Senior Int!1 Rpsearth
Fellowships Abroad

French, Swedish, Swiss, German
Fellowships for US Scientists-

'Eastest Health Scientists
Exchange

SUBTOTALS

:Includes Alcohol, Drug Abuse and-Mental
%**Foreign Government Funded

^

$485,283

3,070tQ0.0

16,834,000;

4-

594,000

16

98

882

419

31 U.S.

143,000** 8 U,S.

89,68**
.

22 U.S.
85,568 22 Foreign

$21,301,419 1,498

Health Administration



2. Food And Drug Administration

PROGRAM

38

FY-1982
Costs Participants

Visiting Scientists
7' Foreign Visitors

SUBTOTALS
'

$423,000
-0-

30
94

$423,000 124

3. Centers for DiseaseControl

FY-l982

PRCGRAM Costs Participants

Visiting Scientists $1,002,485 (US) 641

67,72.4...(0:hpr)

sumarus $1,070,209 641

4. Health Resources and Services Administration

PROGRAM

WHO Fellowships
Foreign Participants $1,251,000 381

. U.S. Participants 59,000 79---
SUBTOTALS $1,310,000* 460

FY-1982
Costs Participants

Funding from International organization.

cD



OFFICE OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

PROGRAM
International Visitors

SUBTOTALS

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

PROGRAM
International Visitors

39
ft-

FY-1982
Costs Participants
$15,000 (US) 228
50,000 (Other)

$65,000 228

distrr----7 Participants
$79,700 03

GRAND TOTALS $24,253,328 3,254,
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A geographic look at HHS programs follows:

Public Health Service

1. NIH Programs (Includes Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health
Administration.- ADAYHA)

The following are funded programs which enable foreign and American

scientists to conduct collaborative research in the biomedical

sciences.

Participants

Geographic Area - U.S. Foreign

Africa 14-

Latin America 1 ' 51

East Asia 1 308

Europe 34 433

Near East and South Asia 3 185

Ier VI
.-. NIH and ADAIIiA make research and study facilities available to qualified

scientists who are supported by .,home it, situtions and foreign and
domestic foundations to facilitate the 6,,elopment of worldwide resources

in-biomedical-sciences.

Geographic Area '.Participants

Africa 4

Latin America .31

EaSt Asia 103

-Europe
248

Near East and South Asia 33
419

The East-West health scientists exchange is conducted on a cost sharing basis

with selected Eastern European countries. The Fogarty International Center

administers the program on behalf of the entire PHS. Exchanges cover the

spectosh of PHS interests, but are concentrated in the biomedical sciences.

In FY-82 44 scientists from the U.S. and Hungary, Poland, Romania, USSR and

Yugoslavia participated in this program for the study of health problems that

are of mutual interest and importance, and that lend themselves to a

cooperative approach for maximum benefit.

2. Food and Drug Administration

FDA invited 30 foreign nationals to participate in its Visiting

Scientist Program. This program is designed to fulfill research needs in

FDA laboratories or programs. Salaries are paid by FDA, but all other

expenses are borne by foreign governments, international organizations,

etc. Participants perform highly specialized services in scientific,
medical or other fields related to the health missions of FDA.
Geographic areas represented were East Asia-15, Europe-10, Near East and

South Asia-4, and American Republics-1.
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FDA received S4 foreign nationals under its Foreign Visitor:
Participants are funded by foreign governments, internatic:
organizations, and the private sector. They receive train.

months in all areas covered by the FDA. Visitors come frc:-.- I]

geographic areas -- the largest numbers from Europe (36) a:

America (18).

3. Centers for Disease Control
The Training and Development Program of the CDC sponsored 632 foreign

nationals. This program provides training experiences, including
orientation, courses, and applied laboratory projects or program
actitives in methods of transferring disease control and preventive

health technology.

Geographic Area Participants

Africa 129

Latin America BB

East' Asia 14B

'Europe 197

Near East and South Asia 70
632

4. Health Resource's and Services Administration
World Health Organization Fellowships

Geographic Area Participants
U.S. Foreign

Africa 7 . 8 ,

Latin America 5 56

East Asia 21 207

Europe l 36 36

Near East and South Asia 10 74
73 NI

t) 45
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Office of Human Development Services
International Visitors and Guest Workers

Participants

Geographic Area
Africa 42

Latin America 17

East Asia 30

'Europe 115

Near East and South Asia 24
228

Social Security Administration
International Visitors and Guest Workers

Geographic-Area Participants
Africa 55

Latin America 51

East Asia 98

Europe 73

Near East and South Asia 26
303

46
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AGENCY: NATIONAL IKIENCE FOUNDATION FUNDING:

FY-1981 $10.6 Million
3000 Participants

FT-1982 $10.1 Million
2,10d Participants

FY-1983 $ 9.1 Million (Projected)

Geographic Area: Worldwide

LEGISLATIVE MANDATE:

The National Science Foundation (NSF) is an agency of the Federal Government

established by the NSF Act of 1950 to promote and advance scientific progress

in the United States. The Foundation fulfills this responsibility primarily

ny sponsoring scientific research, encouraging and supporting improvements in

science education, and fostering scientific information exchange. The

Foundation is authorized and directed to foster the exchange of scientific,
information amng scientists in the United States and foreign countries.

MGRAM DESCRIPTIONS:

The main purjose of the Foundation's. programs is to support the scientific

research and related activities of U.S. scientists and organizations. The

organizations are usually colleges and universities. The activities often

require and involve intellectual exctznge with scientists of other countries.
Some activities can be called 'training* because they contribute to the

proiessional development of U.S. and foreign participants. A U.S. institution

may receive a research grant item the Foundation that includes support for

scienEifiC work to be performed in another country by one of its staff

members. Or, as a result of an NSF grant, a U.S university may employ.

graduate research assistants on a research project who are foreign nationals
studying in the U.S.

The Foundation also has programs of pcimarily:internatiOnal character. The

Foundation is authorized to initiate and support scientific activities in

connection with matters related to irate national cooperation and provides

support to U.S. ina!qtutions for research that is to be conducted abroad.
Although authorized to zzprort basic research conducted by foreign
institutions, it rarely does so except with awards of special foreign currency.

NSF programs of primarily international character include: cooperative

science programs in Latin Amevica: United states-France exchange of
scientists; United states -India exchango of scientists; and cooperative

science programs with Romania, Hungary, Poland, Yugoslavia, Czechoslivakia,

Bulgaria. and until 1982 the.soviet Union.
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Cooperative Science Programs

FY-1982
Area U.S. Foreign
Africa 9 7
Latin America 196 5
East Asia , 558 69
Europe 542 94
Near East and South Asia 12 0

1,317 175

Special Foreign Currency

FY-1982
Country U.S. Foreign
Egypt 2 1

. India ,454 52
Pakistan 90 17

546 .70

t
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AGENCY: UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY FUNDING

FY-1981 $55.4 Million
5,554 Participants

FY-1982 $81.5 Million
7,803 Participants

FY-1983 $73.5 Million (Projected)

Georgraphic Area: Worldwide

LEGISLATIVE MANDATE:

USIA administers exchange programs under tie Mutual Educational and Cultural
Exchange Act of 1961 (Fulbright-Hays Act) to 'increase mutual understanding
between the people of the U.S. and the people'of other countries.' A
Presidentially appointed Board of Foreign Scholarships, established by
Congress under the Fulbright-Haya Act, oversees the program operations and
approves selection of students, teachers, scholars, and individuals in the
profespions who accept exchange grants to come to the U.S. or American
citizens who go abroad for similar exchange purposes.

PROZA14 DESCRIPTIONS:

1. Academic -- The Pulbright Program involves the annual exchange of
appraigiNTy 1,500 U.S. and foreign pre-doctoral students, approximately 800
elementary and secondary school teachers conducted by the Department of
Education, and approximately 1800 senior scholars both foreign and American.
The academic exchange program is supervised by the PresidRntially appointed,
twelve- member Board of Foreign 5Oholarships. The academic exchanges contain
many other program, for students, teachers and scholars, including the Hubert
H. Humphrey North -South Fellowship Program under which midrcareer
professionals from Third World countries receive a year of specially designed
graduate level training at selected U.S. universities.

2. International Visitors -- Each year approximately'3,500 foreign leaders in
such fields as government, labor, mass media, sciences and education
participate in the International Visitor Program generally for periods of up
to 30 days. About 2,000 of these visitors come voluntarily at their own
expense, while the remaining 1,500 are fully or partially funded by USIA.
Approximately one -half participate in group projects. The'others have
individually. tailored programs.

3. Private Sector Cooperation -- To meet the challenge of increasing
understanding abroad of U.S. society and policies at a time of budgetary
decreases, the Agency has involved the American private sector more directly'
in its work. An effort has been initiated to establish advisory panels of
private citizens to assist the Agency in recruiting volunteers from the
outside to donate talent, funding and expertise to address its needs.

30-601 0 - 84 - 7
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4. President's International Youth Exchange Initiative -- This is a
cooperative undertaking between the U.S. Government and the private sector to
expand international exchanges of young people 15 - 19 years old. The first

stage will increase numbers of exchanges among Canada, the Federal Republic of
Germany, France, Italy, the UK, Japan and the US. Later, the program will

expand to include other areas of the world.

5. East -West Center -- The Agency serves a liaison function with the Center
for CUltural and Technical Interchange between East and West in Hawaii. This
autonomous institution of learning for Americantrand for the peoples of Asia,
and the Pacific promotes understanding through cooperative programs of
research, study and training.

6. American Participants -- In response to specific requests from its posts,
USIA sends approximately 600 selected Americans overseas for short-term

speaking programs. These Americans help inform experts abroad of developments
in the U.S. tn economics, foreign policy, political and social processes, the
arts and humanities, and science and technology.

7. Academic.Specialists -- Also in response to requests from its overseas
posts,. USIA sends roughly 100 American specialists abroad to consult with and
advise foreign counterparts in such fields as American studies, English
.teaching, and education.

;t. 50
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USIA FY-1982

Funding Level

U.S. Lecturers
U.S. Researchers
U.S. Teachers
U.S. Students
U.S. Specialists
Foreign Lecturers
Foreign Researchers
Foreign Teachers
Foreign Students
Foreign Specialists
Foreign Students (Humphrey)

2. International Visitor Program

3. Private. Sector Programs

4. Youth Exchange Programs

5. East West Center

6. American Participants

Tarns

$7,745,995
2,892,554

574,281
3,147,319

372,151
2,685,798
5,007,113

907,566
6,950,526

187,028
2,015,600

18,053,531

7,371,088

1,364,080

20,665,000

1,523,447

$81,463,077

Participants

468
225
116
379
95

263

561
144

1,017
36

95

1,690

250

Funds given at end' of
August. 1982, primarily
for start-up costs.
Measureable results
in terms of pa.:tici
pants anticipated at
end of FY-83.

1,917

547

7,803
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III. ACTIVITY CNERVIES/FOR SELECTED FEDERAL AGENCIES INVOLVED IN
SPONSORING INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES

A second tier of federal agencies is actively involved in sponsoring

international exchanges. Without going into excessive detail, same
programmatic highlights will be mentioned in this section. It is not

currently possible to include all the agencies in this category as E/AAX is
still in the process of obtaining raw data and analyzing it. Second tier

federal agencies account for roughly 12% of all participants in USG exchanges
and 10% of all resources.

A brief overview of several agencies follows here:

DEPASMOIr OrGOMMERCE

The National Bureau of standards (NBS), with funding fron international
organizations and other countries, or as part of Agreements or Protocols foc
Cooperation, brings members of the staff of institutions of many other
countries to NES to engage in cooperative research, to train the guests from
other countries in NBS techniques, and to open channels of ccamunication
between NHS and institutions from other countries. (This training and

research is usually at the. PhD level in the areas of physical science and

engineering). NBS also provides opportunities for study and/or research
abroad for 2 weeks to 2 years for NBS specialists when appropriate as part of
their long-term training in fields relevant to the work of the NBS.

For Fiscal Year 1982, 47 foreign research scientists participated in the
various programs sponsored by thelm. USG funding totalled $270,142 with the

remaining. support ($270,059) caning from foreign governments, international
organizations, and the private sector.

DEPAISITIC OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVE6OPHENT

The Department of Housing and Urban Development is authorized to exchange
information with foreign countries under Section 604 of the Housing Act of

1957 as amended. A significant number of exchanges are conducted under the
auspices of the Department, although none is financially supported by the U.S.

Government. With few exceptions the viaitora are from government agencies or
bodies authorizing or administering programs in housing, planning, urban
development, or energy in their countries, or are political appointees of

these agencies. HUD dogs administer bilateral and multilateral programs with
small budget allowances (travel, translations, printing) for its own.

personnel. The Department's major bilateral agreements are with the FRC,
Canada, Hexico, and to a lesser extcnt the Soviet Union. HUD is also required

to participate in certain programs.of.OECD, the UN Econcmic Cc:scission for
Europe, and the UN Commission on Human Settlements. Expenses are limited to

Departmental representation..

In FY -1982 the Department received 353 foreign visitors from 41 countries.
HUD personnel travelling overseas as part, of exchange teams, seminar
participants, etc., totalled 56 travelling to 21 countries. The largest

number of visitors came from UE (44), followed by Nigeria (40), Iceland,

France, Japan and Sweden (29-30 each).

52
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DEPAeofarr OF INTERIOR

The Department's international activities fall into four major areas:
(1) Foreicp technical assistance, (2) foreign trade and tariffs, (3)
internatioral organizations, and (4) special programs. They take place in
these three main bureaus or offices: National Park Service, Fish and Wildlife
Service, and Geological survey. Other bureaus and offices provide the
opportunity for observation and on-the-job training on request on an ad hoc
basis.

National Park Service develops training programs upon request for national
park administrators, managers, and planners of other countries related to the
operation of national parks and equivalent reserves. Most of these programs
are in the U.S., but occasionally trainers are sent to other countries. All
coots are borne by the sending governments or international organizations.

Fish and Wildlife Service trains None-of other countries, both here and
abroad, in the methods and techniques of wildlife conservation, management and
research with particular attention to the conservation of threatened and
endangered species.

The Service reported 74 foreign visitors in FY-82 and 85 Americans going
abroad. Most of these were short-term visits, primarily on a consultant
basis, to promote exchange of expertise and research findings between U.S. and
foreign countries. Modest funding support ($50,000) came from the Interior
Department as well as the private sector.

Geological Survey provides research, study and training opportunities for
specially selected foreign nationals to participate in projects including, but
not limited to, the field of chemistry, engineering, geology, physics, remote
sensing, earth sciences, etc.

Statistics from the US Geological Survey show a budget of $418,862 for FY-82
which includes funding from the U.S. Government (AID) at $156,194: from
foreign governments $176,172, and from international organizations $68,367.
Participants totalled 212 with the largest number (70) in the Participant
Training Program from Saudi Arabia. The Visiting Scientist program brought 62
foreigners to the U.S. for research in the earth sciences, and 5 Hungarian
scientists under the scientific and technical cooperation agreement,
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JAPAN-U.S. FRIENDSHIP COHHISS/ON

The Japan-United States Friendship Commission is an independent Federal agency

established by the U.S. Congress in 1975 as an aid to education and culture

at the highest level in order to enhance reciprocal people-to-people

understanding and to support the close friendship and mutuality of interests

between the US and Japan. The Commission administers a Trust Fund that

originates from part of the Japanese Government repayments for U.S. facilities

'built in Okinawa and turned over to Japan, and other postwar U.S. assistance

to Japan. In 1981, the Commission received an additional sum from the

Japanese Government for.exclusive Use in the Cormission's regional program.

The Cosaission makes grants to institutions, associations, and, on occasion,

to individuals in the following programs:

1. Japanese Studies (for Americans only)
2. American Studies (for Japanese only)
3. The ?_rts
4. Research and Programs for Public Education

In Fiscal Year 1982, USG funding for U.S.-Japan exchanges totalled

$1,581,846.
Participants numbered 320 of-which 210 were Japanese and 110 were

Americans.
a

THE LIBRARY OP 014GRESS

The Library's specific international educational programs include those fOr

acquiring library materials, providing legal reference and research services

through its Law Library, serving foreign visitors, and exchanging

publications, and, more generally, its,manY services to other libraries and

library constituenciea as the large , most universal library in the world.

The Library's Educational Liaison Of ce arranges tours and appointments

within the Library of'Congress offeri information, observation, and/or

consultation services to many internati visitors each year. For FY-1982

the Library reported over 753 non-fund foreign visitors. They came from 93

countries led by the Peoples Republic of ina with over 122 visitors. The

Library's Council of Scholars Program, whi is funded (550,000) by other USG

agencies and international organizations, sported 5 additional participants

in FY-82, from the'PFC, Japan and Spain.
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

Authority for NASA's international activities rests in Public Law 85-568
(Section p2 (C) of July 29, 1958, Which states in part that 'The aeronautical
and space activities of the U.S. shall be conducted so as to contribute
materially to...cooperation by the U.S. with other nations and groups of
nations in'work done pursuant to this act and in the peaceful application of
the results thereof...* The international activities of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration are planned to demonstrate the peaceful
purposes of space research and exploration by the U.S., to provide
opportunities for the contribution of scientists and agencies of other
countries to the task of increasing man's understanding requirements for the
launching and observation of space vehicles and craft.

The principal international exchange activity cbnducted by NASA is the
Resident Research Associateship Program, administered for NASA by the National
Academy of Sciences. This program provides for post-doctoral research for-one
year at NASA installations in the scientific fields of astronomy and
astrophysics. In addition, NASA proVides technical training for foreign
scientists and technicians in support of agreed upon cooperative.programs.
SuL'alantial numbers of foreign visitors come to launchings. or tour NASA
installations each year.

For Fiscal Year 1982, 52 senior foreign scientists participated in the
Resident Research Associateship Program, 7 foreign nationals received
technical training at NASA Centers, and over 3,045 fbreign visitors from 53
countries and organizations bisited NASA facilities.

NATIONAL ENDCWilENT'FOR THE ARTS

While support for the arts'in the United'States will remain the agency's
primary focus, the Endowment wishes to encourage greater American
participation in international arts exchanges.

For the last seven years, the Endowment has jointly funded and administered
two artist exchange programs with Britain and Japan. The British Program was

e established in 1976 and ended in 1980. The Japanese Program was announced in
1978 and will continue indefinitely. Under exchange agreements between the
GovernMents of Japan and the US, ten fellowships are awarded annually to
Americans and Japanese in the creative and performing arts. Funding for this
program is shared by NEA and the Japan -U.S. Friendship Commission as well as
the Government of Japan.

The Endowment -also co-sponsors International Symposia designed to increase .

American audiences' awareness and understanding of other contemporarY
cultures. In each symposium, events are planned for Washington and other US
cities. Included in the programs are major art exhibitions and lectures, film
series, melee events and performances. Special seminars for scholars and
students are\also included. 'Scandinavia Today' was officially opened in the
fall of 1982 in cooperation with the governments of Denmark, Finland, Iceland,
Norway and Sweden.
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NATIONAL ENDCWME1/2 FUR THE HUMANITIES

The National Endowment for the Humanities is authorized under PL -89 -209 (1965)

to support projects of research, education and public activity in the

humanities. Within this broad mandate, the Endowment's several programs have

been able to support, and have supported, a wide variety of activities in

international education. These activities have been funded principally

through the various EducatiOn Programs of the Endowment, but they have been

enhanced through the critical support given to research through the

Fellowships and Research Program, and through those Programs, to such re-grant

agencies as the American Council of Learned Societies, the Social Sciences

Research Council, and the International Research and Exchanges Board.

Programs of particular significance to international exchanges are:

Fellowships for Independent Study and Research, which provide scholars the

opportunity for 7-12 months of full-time study and research in the

humanities. This program, funded in FY-1982 at $2,346,000, supported 69

American researchers abroad, 56 of whom went to Europe. Thirteen researchers

representing eight other countries rounded out the international exchange
Portion of the program.

The Centers for Advanced Study Program awards grants to centers in the U.S.

and abroad to provide individual scholars in the humanities and humanistic

social sciences opportunities for independent study and for the interchange of

ideas with other scholars in their own and other fields. The funding level

for this program in FY-1982 was $2,132,653 and supported 15 U.S. scholars

abroad (Egypt' 5, Israel 3f Jordan 3,,Italy 4). Funding for this program comes

from NEH ($1,381,403) and the private sector ($751,250).

The Summer Stipends Program provides two-month grants for faculty members in

al') in two and four yeaCcolleges, and for others working in the

humanities, to enable them to devote two consecutive months of full-time study

and research to their projects. Of 260 recipients of these grants in FY-82,

73 travelled abroad for their research 60 of those to Western Europe.

Funding for this ,:rogram ($650,000) comes solely from N.

SMALL BUSINESS ANINISTRATICN

The Small Business Adminstration (SBA) furnishes information to visitors from

other countries, principally about SBA programs and referrals to other

agencirl. It looks toward expanding these efforts to include more assistance

to small firms interested .n foreign trade and developing methods of

encouraging more small firms to enter into exporting, thus moving toward a

more favorable balance of trade. In the meantime, more attention is being

given to developing liaison activities among the agencies with the primary

foreign trade responsihilitiea; to-devising-a more direct referral system, and

to updating and writini new publications to encourage more small firms to

enter or expand foreign trade activities. These efforts tend to foster

understanding and cooperation between the small business owners in the United

States and those in other countries. The SBA has a rather large non-sponsored-

international visitor program (approximately 500 per year), for which it

.
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providas 1 .formationConCerning the SBA, its organization, functions,
programs, budgets, and re la ed factors to visitors from other countries, who
are often referred to the by other organizations and agencies such as the
Department of State, Depax Commerce, International Marketing
Institute, universities, trade ociations, etc.

.

The SBA reported 432 foreign visit rs An FY-82, representing 39 countries.
Visitors from Japan totalled 119, r esenting by far the largest number from
a single country. Norway was next wi 46 visitors followed by Sweden (30)
and South Africa (23).

SMITESCUIAN INSTITUTION

The main Smithsonian Institution administers kmajor museum or research
bureaus and engages in international exchanges -through a predoctoral and
postdoctoral fellowshia program in the various ditgiplines Of curatorial
studies; exchanges amung collaborating scholars; in ernships.in museology; and
Special Foreign Currency Program support for Ameri research in excess
currency countries, including support of certain fell hip programs in
India. The Woodrow Wilsonnternational Center for Sch lars, which is
administratively separate from the Smithsonian though, --its umbrella,
conducts the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship and Guest Scholar °gram providing
funding for scholars undertaking studies in the humaniti d social sciences.

All of the Fellowships of the main Smithsonian, the National lery of Art
(which is part of the Smithsonian system) and the Woodrow Wils. Center are
awarded on a competitive basis and open to Americans and fore* ationals
alike. Programs are funded from many sources:' the U.S. Governmen other
governments, and private organizations. The Smithsonian's predict° 1 and
postdoctoral fellows are now funded b" the private sector, as are mos other
senior scholar exchanges; and the predoctoral fellows of the National
Gallery. Financial support is not provided for internships in Museolcgy
tho9gh training is provided cost free.

In FY-82, there were 77 foreign scholars studying at the Smithsonian,
including the National Gallery. The budget for these exchanges totalled
$609,343: $415,723 from Smithsoniah or National Gallery sources (private);
$180,740 from foreign sources; and $10,880 from other U.S. sources. In

addition, the Smithsonian Foreign Currency Program made gzants of $980,234
equivalent in excess Indian rupees to the American Institute of Indian Studies
and the Indo-U.S. Subcommission on Education and Culture for the support of
fellowships in India.

The Woodrow Wilson Center had in FY-82 a federal budget of approximately
$2,000,000 and private sector funding of about $1,400,000. Thirty foreign
scholars studied at the Center during the year.

Peggy Sapp
June 2, 1983
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UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY

U.S. Government Exchanges Policy and Coordination Staff
Exchanges Survey

Agency Office

Title of Program Telephone Number

Name and Title of
Person in Charge

1. Description of Program:

Objectives of Program:

2. Program Activities (Check one box only which identifies major purpose

of activity)

a. ( 1 Student f. ( 1 International Visitor

b. 1 Lecturing g. ( 1 Seminars/Conferences

c. ( 1 Research h. ( 1 Consultant

d. ( 1 Teaching i. ( ) Other (Describe)

e. ( 1 Trainee

3. Funding (Total amount from all sources)

) FY 81 ( ) FY az ( ) FY 83 (Projected)

a. Source of funding:

U.S. Government
Foreign Government
International Organization
Private Sector (Foundations, Universities, etc.)

b. For U.S. Government funding only

( J Own Agency
( 1 Other USG Agency(ies)

Amount
Amount

Name Amount

'engths of Grants (Check box(es) and indicate subtotal for each category)

( 1 1 month or less Subtotal

( 1 2- 6 months Subtotal

( 1 7-12 months Subtotal

( 1 23 months and longer subtotal
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5. Number of Recipients

a. ( ) Americans Going Abroad Subtotal

b. ( ) Foreigl Nationals Coming to U.S. Subtotal

c. Breakdown by Country (Enter country totals under appropriate columns)

COUNTRY NUMBER GOING TO NUMBER COMING FROM

Afghanistan
Algeria
Angola
Argentina
Australia
Austria

Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bhutan
Bolivia
Botswana
Brazil
Bulgaria
Burma
Burundi

Cameroon
Canada
Cape Verde
Central African Republic
Chad
Chile
Colombia
Congo
Costa Rica
Cuba
:ypruS

Czechoslovakia

Denmark
Djinouti
Dominican Republic
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COUNTRY NUMBER COINO TO NUMBER CONING FROM

Ecuador

Egypt
El Salvador
Equitorial Guinea

Federal Republic of Germany

Fiji
Finland
France
French Antilles

Gabon
Gambia
German Democratic Republic
Ghana'
Greece
Guatemala
Guinea
Guinea- Bissau
Guyana

Haiti
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary

Iceland
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Ivory Crast

Jamaica
Jdpair

Jordan

Korea
Kuwait

tebancn
lAsotiO
Lt' ri

.Jurg
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COUNTRY NUMBER GOING TO NUMBER COMING FROM

Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Mali

Malta
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico
Micronesia
Morocco
Mozambique

Namibia
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway

Oman

Pakistan
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peoples Republic of China
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal

Romania
Rwanda

Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa, Republic
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
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COUNTRY NUMBER COIN° TO NUMBKR COMING FROM

Taiwan
Tanzania
Thailand
Togo
Tonga
Trinidad
Tunisia
Turkey

Tobago

U.S.S.R.
Uganda
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
Upper Volta
Uruguay

Venezuela

West Bank
western Samoa

Yemen
Yugoslavia

Zaire
Zamnia
Zimbabwe

; 0
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Draft Country Profile on Kenya December 8, 1982

Introduction:

All exdhange programs have been adversely affected by a deterioration in the
political situation in Kenya which has resulted in the arrest of several
Kenyan professors, the flight from Kenya of a few grantees-designated, the
closing of the universities, and a rather violent though abortive coup
attempt.

Approximately 4,000 student from Kenya were studying in the U.S. during the
academic year 1901/02 under a variety of sponsorships including privately
funded study. U.S. Government exchange programs obviously aro a small part
of the total exchange flow between the U.S. and Kenya.

I. U.S. Government Exchange Programs: FY-1982

Available statistics on U.S. Government exchange activities with Kenya are
as follows:

From the United States to Kenya 335 (includes 317 Peace Corps Volunteers)

From Ke ...a to the United States 405

These figures represent exchange programs conducted by the following
agencies:

A. United States Information Agency

1. Academic Activities fcr FY-82 included:

a. Selection of six American Scholars for research in Kenya in the
fields of chemistry, linguistics, agronomy, political science, anthropology,
and African studies.

b. Extension of the CPI to the University of California system for
staff development of persons from the University of Nairobi. For FY-82 this
was to cover 5 fellows for the completion of their degree programs.

c. Renewal of 5 Kenyan students in the U.S. Two new students will be
coming under the junior staff development program in the fields of
physiology and business administration.

d. At least five new or renewed U.S. student researchers in the areas
rural development, forestry science, pscho-anthropology, primatology, and
Hropology.

e. Renewal and extension of three U.S. professors at the University of
Nairobi in the fields of dentistry, veterinary medicine, and biology.

f. Nomination of two American Lecturers (archaeology and economics),
who were relocated to Botswana and Uganda due to the closure of the
University of Nairobi.
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g. Selection of two Hubert H. Humphrey scholars in the field of

Planning and Resource. Management, with placement at Cornell University and

at Pennsylvania State University.

ti. Selection of two Senior scholars -- one in himun anatomy and the

other in organic chemistry.

i. One American Research Fellowship awarded to a Zairean historian

teaching at Nairobi for post-doctoral research at Northwestern University on

American and Afro-American involvement in Pan-Africanism.

j. Introduction of one linkage between John Hopkins SAIS and the

University of Nairobi for a diplomat training program.

2. Private Sector Programs for 1982 included:

a. Operation Crossroads Africa - seven senior to mid-level
professionals visited the U.S. for approximately 35 days to participate in

the American experience and its political, cultural and social diversity,

and to exchange and obtain information concerning the latest technology and

methodology in their respective fields.

b. One participant in the Council of International Programs (CIP) for

Youth Leaders and Social Workers, Inc.

3. The International Visitor Program brought 16 fully funded International

Visitors for approximately 30 days, most of whom were participating in group

projects which covered such subjects as The American Governmental System,

Diplomatic Training, and Sports.

Facilitative assistance was provided to four Kenyan visitors travelling to

the U.S. on a voluntary basis.

B. The Department of Agriculture's Office of International Cooperation and

Development (OICD) organizes academic and non-academic training programs in

agriculture and related fields for many Kenyan agricultural scientists,

technicians, and administrators every year. OICD annually administers

training programs in the U.S. for approximately 1,900 participants from 100

countries. For FY-1982, 132 Kenyans have'participated in training

programs. The great majority of participants (116) are sponsored and have

their programs funded by the Agency for International Development (AID).

Almost one-half of the agriculturists are studying for B.S. degrees.

Another 37 attended short specialized agriculture courses, both technical

and managerial, coordinated by USDA. These courses provide practical

training and field experience in many areas of agriculture.
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Other Kenyan agriculturists are studying for M.S. and Ph.D. degrees.
Training programs for an additional 58 AID-sponsored Kenyans are currently
pending while placement is secured.

Another 15 Kenyans, the majority of whom are studying for M.S. degrees, are
sponsored by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United
Nations. Together the AID and FAO - sponsored Kenyan participants attend
almostArdWerent U.S. universities. One participant was sponsored by the
Gov lent bkcenya.

C. Department of Defense

The Department of Defense provided military training for 55 Kenyans under
its International Military Education and Training Program (IMET). The
objectives of this program, which is fully funded by the U.S. Government,
are as follows:

1. To create skills needed for effective operation and maintenance of
equipment acquired from the U.S.

2. To assist foreign countries in developing expertise and systems
needed for effective management Of its defense establishment.

3. To foster development by the foreign country of its own indigenous
training capabilie.7:-

4. To provide U.S. military rapport with the armed forces of the
foreign country.

5. To promote better understanding of the U.S.

D. Agency for International Development

The Agency for International Development (AID) administers a Participant
Training Program to provide foreign nationals of developing countries with
the skills needed to participate in and manage the development process of
their own countries. The training given to AID participants can take place
in the U.S.-a4d in third world countries, and can include academic degree or
non-degree training, on-the-job training, observational training, and
various short-term technical training courses.
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For FY-82 AID provided both, academic and technical training for 317 Kenyans

(approximately 99 in the U.S.) in the following eight fields:

1:- Agriculture and Natural
Resources

Academic
Training

130-

Technical
Training

. 83

Total
Training

213

2. Community Social Welfare 1 5 6

3. Education 19 4 23

4. Health and Sanitation -19 14 33

5. Industry and Mining 11 4 15

6. Labor 0 5 5

7. Public Administration 13 5 18

8. Transportation 1 0 1

Miscellaneous 3 0 3

TCTAL 197 120 317*

All AID figures include Third Country Training

E. Department of Education

The Department of Education's very minor exchange program funded only two

U.S. researchers --- one professional (faculty member) and one graduate

student.

F. Peace Corps

The Peace Corps since 1965 has been assisting the Government of Kenya in

meeting many of its development needs by providing trained persons in

diverse fields. The Government of Kenya requests'Peace Corps Volunteers for

positions essential to national development. The program has been unique

because of its stability and wide variety of,project areas. Volunteers are

involved in Secondary Education, Fish Cultute Extension, Agriculture
Extension, Water Sanitation, Rural wtmen's Extension, Forestry, and Saall

Town Development. These programs are addressing the basic human needs in

this rapidly expanding nation of approximately 16,000,000 with a population

growth rate of 48.

High on the list of major issues concerning the peace Corp's Kenya program

is Kenya's desire to increase the number of Volunteers, particularly in the

Education sector. Existing programs have been modified and new project

-------T:--opportunities=have-been,pursUed-tP-Oatter-address-tha-Problema-POVertY,--
to work more effectively with women, to support Kenya's own volunteer
effortsi- to increase program size, and to lower skill requirements of

volunteers.
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Kenyan President Daniel crap Moi tuts personally addressed,the Volunteers and
expressed his appreciation for their contributions and the positive impact
they have had in furthering Kenya's development.

In FY-82 there were approximately 317 Peace Corps Volunteers in Kenya.

G. Department of health and Human Services

The Department of Health and Human Services rats no formal exchange programs

with Kenya as such. There are cooperative activities, which may involve an
exchange component; such as an economic development plan for the arid lands
of Kenya being carried out by PHS and AID. Some interchange of U.S and
Kenyan experts is involved in the development phase, but this interchange is
not an objective of the project per se.

Additionally, visits were made throughout the year by Kenyan officials to
the Food and Drug Administration, Center for Disease Control, and the
National Institutes of Health. These visits were not a part of formal .

exchange programs.

H. Other

Research on exchange activities between the United States and Kenya
sponsored by other USG departments'and agencies is continuing, to be
included in the final version of this country profile.

II. Private Non - Profit Foundations

A survey conducted by the'Foundation Center covering international
grant-making during a 12-month period from early 1980 to early 1981 confirms
an overall impression gleaned from individual foundation reports, namely,
that Kenya no longer figures at the top of the list of priority countries in
Africa for most American private foundations. During the period surveyed
only 11 grants to Kenyan institutions or relating to Kenya in particular
were issued, with a total Value,;216,200, far below the sums allocated to
Nigeria, Zimbabwe, South Africa, and Zaire, and only slightly more. than the

total sum allocated to Sierra Leone. Of the grants relating to Kenya,
several were educational projects at the University of Kenya, but only the
following two were for direct support of educational exchange:

a Ford Foundation grant of $13,500 to Progress for Women, Nairobi, to
train women leaders in income-producing ventures, incollaboration
with the Chicago-based Institute of Cultural Affairs.

a Rockefeller Foundation grant of $15;000 to the University of Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania, to write up an disseminate Tanzanian and Kenyan
segments of the Eastern African Universities'Research Project on the-
impact of overseas training.
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\NI. Private Voluntary Organizations (PVO)

AcCording to a 1980 survey, somewhere between 60 and 80 American private
vol tary organizations--many of them religious and relief agencies have
been ctive in Kenya in recent years. Many PVO's maintain American staffs

in Ken , especially those of long duration there. Some programs lapse

after a ery short time, however, so that,60-65 is probably an accurate

estimate the number of FVO's actually functioning now in that country.

Of these, early two thirds describe at least some of their work as
education-related (often at the elementary or secondary level), but far
fewer are engaged, in the promotion of international educational exchange
activity. Th that are appear in the list that follows:

a) The Afri American Labor Center of the AF1-CIO, in cooperation
with the Go ernment of Kenya, arranges for leadership training and
trade union ucation programs for African participants in the
United States.

bi The African- Amer3ran Institute administers the African Graduate
Fellowship Prograr6(AFGRAD), which brings Kenyan students nominated
by the Ministry of ucition to the United States for graduate study.

c) The Menhonite Central Committee of Akron, Ohio, as part of its
educational effort in KO a operates an "Exchange Visitor Program"
which 'brings internatipfl. young people to live and work in North
America for a year to e better international understanding.
Participation from Ken uu tain at this time.

d) The Mill Hill Mission ies, whir operate extensive educational and
health programs in Ken a (20 Ame ican, 380 international, over 3,000
local staffers), occas onally has kent students to the United States

for advanced teohnicartraining.

e) Operation Crossroads Africa,sends grod of American volunteers to

work on construction, housing, and plane g projects in rural areas
and to work on health delivery systems.

f) The Salvation Army is very active in Kenya, o rating schools for

over 5,000 students, a farmers' training cents and a health care.

center, as well as a number of social welfare pr rams. The
organization also runs prcgrams of educational ex anges, but it has

not been poSsible to determine to what extent exch e activity with

Kenya has been carried out. \
Numerous other PVO'S send personnel to work on education, healthy and other
projects in Kenya, but their activities are considered relief and\
development aid rather than educational exchange.
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IV. Corporations

More than 130 American corporations have business interests in Kenya,
ranking Kenya third after South Africa and Nigeria in terms of the number
of corporate organizations active there. Of these, only the Exxon
Corporation seems actively involved in grant-making abroad, though further
investigation in this area will have to be made before conclusions can be
finalized. Whether Exxon programs in Kenya. include exchange activity will
be determined as investigation of the whole area of corporate activity
proceeds.

V. University-to-University Exchanges

Because the University of Nairobi has been closed frequently by the
government in recent years, it is no longer as attractive a target as it
once was for American universities seeking to set up their own exchange
programs with African institutions. Between 1978-79 and 1979-80'the number
of university-sponsored American students ? in Kenya fell from 7 to only
5. Nevertheless, because of the viiilruce of Kenya in Africa, exchange
programs continue to be promoted, even though many of them do not function
on a regular basis. In 1966, when the Institute of Advanced Projects of the
East-West Center and the International Programs division of Michigan State
University investigated university-sponsored exchange programs in the United
States, there were siX universities involved on the American side, ranking
Kenya third in Africa in this respect,after Nigeria (23 programs) and
Liberia (12 progrags). Most exchange activity was in the edudation field,
though one program did relate to agriculture and one ti veterinary medicine.

In a similar survey of Third World study programs in the United States
carried out in 1980, 13 universities listed affiliation and exchange
activity with the University of Nairobi, Kenya, as part of their programs,
as follows:

a) Office of International Programs, West Virginia University, which .
maintains a direct affiliation with the Government of Kenya,
sponsors U.S. students in Kenya and administers AID funding to bring
students in agriculture and related fields to U.S.

b) Foreign and Comparative Studies PrograM, Syracuse University, which
cosponsors with university's Division of International Programs
abroad a summer seminar in Nairobi

c) Institute of African Studies, Columbia University, which maintains
"special relationships with universities in East Africa and Nigeria;
the extent of exchange activity is not yet determined.

d) School of Intercultural Studies, Ramapo College of New Jersey

e) African Studies Program, Kalamazoo College, which offers a Junior
year in Africa program in affiliation with the University of Nairobi
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f) African Studies Proyral, Indiana University, which maintain

',informal exchLige programs with :eveial African universities

African st. Program. University of Illinois at Urlan-Champaign,

which maintains for al institutional linkages with universities in

Sierra Leone, Nigeria, Senegal, and Ivory Coast; pnd "informal
..okages elsewhere'

g'

17) 2,:ngram of African Studies, Northwestern University, which maintains

forml affiliation with the University of Nairobi and promotes and

supports formal and informal exchanges of scholars

i) Center for African Studies, University of Florida, "facilitates

faculty and student exchange' and swnsors a program of 'Visiting

African Professorships"

j) African Area Studies Program, University of California at Santa

Barbara, maintains formal affiliation with the University of Nairobi

k) African Studies Center, University of California at Los Angeles,

maintains formal affiliations with the University of Nairobi through

Overseas Study Center

1) committee for African Studies, University of California at Berkeley,

which sponsors Berkeley students for Education Abroad Study Center

program at University of Nairobi

m) African Studies Program, California State University at Chico,.

which sponsors a summer study tour to Kenya and Tanzania and

maintains formal affiliation with the University of Nairobi for this

purpose.

Since the 1980 survey was completed, exchange programs in Kenya have been

arranged by St. Lawrence University, Denison College, and the School of

Advanced International Studies of Johns Hopkins University. Pomona College

and Pennsylvania State University also have exchange programs.

Areas for Further Research

Even this augmented list of programs may not be exhaustive, however, and

none'of the information available to date reveals how many of the 1,930

Kenyan students in the United States during 1980/81, for exasple, receive

scholarships from the universities they attend, which must be considered a

form of support for international educational exchange. This is clearly an

area for further research.
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VI. Other-Country Programs

While there apparently were 805 Kenyan students receiving advanced education
in the Soviet Union (655) and Eastern Europe (150) at the end of 1981, these
figures alone cannot convey the total impact of communist-country
educational programs in Kenya. Intensive study will be required to provide--

an outline of Soviet and East European activities. Even the activities of
major-Western countries-in Kenyan-educational circles are not well studied.
In 1973 it was estimated that 2,829 Kenyan students were studying abroad,
with over 90 percent of them in four countries -568 in the United States,
707 in the United Kingdom, 1,160 in India, and 180 in Canada. Based only on

what we know about the number of Kenyans in the United States and Soviet
Union today it is clear that the situation has changed dramatically.

The British Council, which arranges many of Btitain's international
educational activities and maintains an office in Nairobi reported that in
1981 it arranyed programs in the United Kingdom for 548 Kenyan seolars and
trainees, in the following fields:

Agriculture 61

Arts/Humanities 36

Education 89

Medicine 41

Science/Technology 213

Social Studies 108

This program was fourth in size of all British Council programs (after
India, Nigeria, and Tanzania). In addition_Ohe Council sent 27 officers,
educational experts, tutors, and technical' advisors to Kenya and arranged
special courses there on education officer training, curriculum design,
print materials,' mathematics, reading, and science. Finally, the Council
sponsored youth exchanges_whiCh sent 36-young people from Britain to Kenya
and 37 young people from Kenya to Britain. It must be borne in mind that
the Council's programs represent only the most obviously official exchanv
activities which take place between Britain and Kenya, not all GovFnment
activity,.and certainly not privately sponsored programs.

Research on the exchange programs of other countries in Kenya remains to be

done.

VII. Impact Study

Summary statement of impact of study in the United States on Kenyan
officials and academics will be added to final country profile.
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Appendix B

Summary of Educational Exchange Programs
Sponsored Ly the U.S. Government

SUMMARY BY REGION

American Foreign

Students Others Students Others Total

Europe 382 1749 767 2939, 5837

Mid-East 6 S. Asia 29 1443 2229 791 4492-

East Asia 57 2163 1037 1417. 4674

Americas 63 1866 1362 660: 3951

Sub- Saharan Africa 34 2919 2849 737 6539

Total 565 10,140 8,244 6,544 25,493

Total American 10,705 Total Foreign 14,788

Total Students 8,809 Total Others 16,684

1. Majority of American Students are sponsored by USIA.
2. Majority of other Americans are either peace Corps or USIA sponsored..
3. Majority of Foreign Students are AID sponsored.
4. Majority of Other Foreigners are USIA sponsored.

NOTE: Individual country data represent the combined figures for six
civilian agencies: the United States Information Agency (USIA), the Agency
for International Development (AID), the Peace Corps, Department of
Education, Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the National
Science Foundation (NSF). Regional totals have been expanded.by a factor
of ten per cent to account for other civilian agencies' exchanges, for
which comprehensive data by individual country are not necessarily
available. The category 'Students' includes those persons involved in
formal course work and training experience, The 'Other* category includes,
researchers, educators, consultants and international visitors.
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Europe American

Students Others

Foreign

Students Others Total

Austria 21 46 30 35 132

Belgium 5 13 26 54 1/ 98

Bulgaria 8 17 6 122 155

Canada 14 82 96

Cyprus 2 27 11 40

Czech. 8 3 12 5 28

Denmark 3 7 19 48 77

FRG 125 268 156 332 881

Finland 6 13 10 88 117

France 14 221 16 , 211 462

.GDR 30 27 8 65

Greece 5 7 13 41 66

Hungary 12 60 10 76 158

Iceland 3 . 3 22 47 75

Ireland 2 16 18

Italy 29 110 42 316 497

Luxembourg 4 1/ 4

Malta 1 5 6

Netherlands 3 13 15 180 211

Norway 3 9 14 -65 '91

Poland 2 14 64 80

Portugal 3 9 63 24 99

Romania 9 29 38

Spain 10 5 96 43 154

Sweden .
2 24 34 86 7.46

Switzerland 3 19 4 o 18 43

Turkey 10 8 31 48 97

USSR 8 301 33 342

U. Kingdom 30 380 23 515 948

Yugoslavia 4 7 39 50

.

Total 347 1,585 697 2,645 5,274

Regionals 5 27 32

1,590 2,672 5,306

1/ USIA qustionaires listed Belgium and Luxembourg jointly under Belgium
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NA/NESA Arclican

Students Others

Foreign

Students Others Total

Afghanistan
3 3

Algeria 2 1 5 8

Bahrain 1 1 3 5

Bangladesh 3 93 14 110

Bhutan
3 3

Egypt 2 54 838 48 942

India 9 603 62 266 940

Iran
3 3

Israel 2 23 15 119 159

Jordan 2 21 67 46 136

Kuwait
4 4

Lebanon
21 7 28

Morocco 1 176 39 20 236

Nepal 1 171 212 15 399

Qatar
4 4

Oran 7 3 10

Pakistan 2 121 40 45 208

S. Arabia 1 10 3 14

Sri Lanka 1 5 93 11 110

Syria 4 3 97 22 126

Tunisia 62 88 11 161

UAE
1 1

W.Barlh/G&za
1 19 10 30

Yemen 1 37 334 6 378

Totals 26 1,300 2,026 666 4,018

Regional
12 53 65

1,312 719 4,083
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East Asia
Pacific

American

Students Others

Foreign

Students Others Total

Australia 2 106 12 105 225

Burma 15 6 21

Cook Is. 6 6

Fiji 153 3 12 166

Hong Kong 1 28 29

Indonesia 10 21 443 32 506

Japan 23 370 51 623 1067

Kiribati 11 11

N Korea 1 1 2

Malaysia 76 8 17 101

Micronesia 76 6 82

New Zealand 3 34 11 . 65 113

Papua-New G. 2 19 3 8 32

PR China 2 183 8 218 411

Philippines 4 406 203 38 651

Singapore 4 13 12 29

Solomon Is. 51 4 55

Taiwan 74 11 18 103

Thailand. 2 204 81 41 328

Tonga 1 59 60

Tuvalu 18 18

W. Samoa 56 1 57

S. Korea 3 37 75 49 164

Total 52 1,965 943 1,278 4,239

Regional 10 10

1,288 4,249
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Amer ica American

Students Others Students

Foreign

Others Total
Argentina 1 14 29 60 104

Bahar.as 1 1 2 4

BarLsdu; 1/164 12 16 192

Belize 57 3 6 66

Bolivia 2 2 38 7 49

Brazil 12 69 129 118 348

Chile 5 16 23 32 76

Colombia 3 14 114 32 1G3

Antigua 4 4

Costa Rica 1 147 47 19 214

Dominica 3 3

Dom. Rep. 1 .155 56 15 227

Ecuador 4 397 59 12 472

El Salvador 29 9 38

Fr. Antilles '''2 2

Neth.Antilles 1 1

Guatemala 38 13 51

Guyana 1 27 4 32

Haiti 41 12 53

Br. W. Indies 1 1

Honduras 213 . 119 19 351

Jamaica 1 .91 51 19 162

Mexico 9 94 80 59 242

Nicaragua 63 8 71

Panama 2 83 14 99

Paraguay 162 13 11 186

Peru 12 29 119 31 191

Suriname 1 3 6 10

TrinTobago 1 11 4 16

Monserrat 3 3

Uruguay 6 17 13 36

Venezuela 1 42 14 '59 116

St.KittsWievis 5 5

St. Lucia 4 4

St. Vincent 2 2

Total 57 1,696 1,238 600 3,591

1/ Peace Corps guestionarires listed Barbados, Antigua, Anguilla, Dominica,
Grenada, Monserrat, St. Kitts/Nevis, St. Lucia and St. Vincents under Barbados
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Africa American

Students Others

Foreign

Students Others Total

Angola 1 1

Benin 50 10 2 62

Botswana 94 220 7 321

Burundi 1 29 12 42

Cameroon 113 69 15 197

Cape Verde 53 1 54

Cent.AF.R. 65 1 4 70

Chad 17 17

Congo 2 19 9 30

Djibouti 1 1

Eq. Guinea 13 3 16

Ethopia 74 74

Gabon 32 7 89

Gambia 43 45 4 92

Ghana 1 143 93 22 259

Guinea 86 18 6 110

Guinea/Biss. 1 45 1 47

Ivory Coast 2 35 12 49

Kenya 7 341 240 22 610

Lesotho 1 94 100 5 200

Liberia 180 90 39 317

Malagasy R. 1 16 5 22

Malawi .53 54 11 118

Mali 61 87 7 155

Mauritania 55 31 2 88

Mauritius 1 4 9 14

Niger 1 120 56 2 179

Nigeria 4 54 28 149 235

Rwanda 7 22 18 47

S.Tome0. 2 2

Senegal 105 99 26 230

Sierra Leone 2 216 32 10 260

Somalia 1 56 '17 74

S. Africa 3 1 242 86 332

Sudan 1 7 71 12 91

Swaziland 125 92 4 221

Tanzania 3 66 218 30 317

Togo 1 129 44 14 188.

Uganda 1 66 20 87

Upper Volta 1 79 37 6 123

Zaire 1 262 70 27 360

Zambia 1 3 38 19 61

Zimbabwe 2 6 44 22 74

Seychelles 6 2 1 9

Total 31 2,654 2,590 670 5,945
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APPENDIX C

U A Exchange Pr,

The exchange programs USIA administers fall into the following categories:

1. Fulbright Program
'4.

The nest known of the exchanges supported by USIA is the Fulbright or cademic

exchange program, which operates in 120 countries. Under the Fulbright

program, more than 5,400 scholarShips are awarded each year to American

students, teacners and scholars to study, teach and conduct research abroad,

and to foreign nationals to engage in similar activities in the United States.

There are several types of individual grants under the Fulbright program. For

example, more than 700 foreign scholars from 75 countries cane to the United

States every year to lecture and conduct post-doctoral research in fields

ranging from biosciences to comparative li.terature. Similarly, some 500

American scholars and professionals are sent to 100 nations, generally for one

academic year, to lecture and conduct research. Approximately 300 - American

pre-doctoral graduate students study abroad each year with either full or

partial support from the Fulbright program, and some 1,700 foreign graduate

students are supported by Fulbright grants at American universities each

yoal. In addition, more than 150 elementary and secondary scnool teacners are

exchanged every year, principally between the United States and 7estern

European countries.
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The Presidentially gppointed,
twelve-member Board of Foreign Scholarships =

v2pErvises the administration of the academic exchange program, which is

managed by the Agency's Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. Fulbright

excnanges contain other programs for students, teachers and scholars,

including the HuDert U. Humphrey Fellowship Program under which mid- career

professionals from Tnird World countries receive a year of specially designed

graduate-level training at selected U.S. universities. These programs are

adhcinistered-ad conducted by cooperating private institutions in support of

Agency interests. USIA also sponsors a worldwide university linkage program.-

In 1982, ,NA, in conjunction with the Board of Foreign Scholarships and the..

Conferenc9 rgard of Associated Research Councils, formsd an Advisory Panel on

International 7ducational.Exchange to suggest means of strengthening the

exchange programs. The Panel is made up of twelve prominent American

educators, foundation executives and representatives of tne private sector.

2. President's International youth Exchange Initiative

to t.lay 1982 President Retigan announced
tte International Youth Exchange

:aitiztive and named USIA Director Charles Z. Wick as his personal

repr.Ssentative to implement the program. Tee Initiative is a raven-nation

undert4ing between the government and the private sector to bxpand

intotmaticnal exchanges of young people 45 - 19 years old. The Initiative is

baied the belief that tne exchange of young pecpie from the so-called

'Ticel;uur generation' is tne best insurance for durable ad lasting mutual

undetso.anding.
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President Reagan has given this Initiative his personal attention. '.!

interest in it is high. He has said in a letter to P: r Nakasone of

Japan:

I know that you and I share the belief that the experience of our young

people indeed shape our future world. I was moved when you Were here in

January by jour description of the experience which your awn dauynter had

as an exchange student in the United States. That is what our initiative

is all about -- the turning of nations into individuals.

The f.;,rst stage of the program is designed to increase the number of youth

uthimges between the United States and Canada, the Federal Republic of

GemmY, France, Italy, the United Kingdom, and Japan from the current average

of 5,0A a year to a total of 30,000 over the next three years. The

Ih:tjutive includes academic exchanges as well as short-term programs for

ri; people in business, politics, labor and agriculture, all of which will

feature hwestays.

USIA will fund part of the President's International Youth Exchange

Initiative,. but the eventual size of the effort will depend on private sector

funding. A president's Council for International Youth Exchange, male up of

corporate, foundation and academic leaders across the country has been formed

to encouraget,such private sector support. USIA will provide grants to

qualifying non-profit exchange organizations which have demonstr'ated

experience and competence in selecting host families for foreign visitors and

young people for overseas programs.
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Citizens interested in participating in U.S. programs by hosting a foreign =

student, and young students interested in exchange programs should write for a

free brochure to:

Youth Excnange

Pueolo, Colorado

3. Building University-to-University Linkages

To strengthen the institutional linkages between American and fo ign

universities, USIA began aUniversity-to-University Affiliation Progrz two

years ago. Twenty-nine'awards were made under this program in FY -1983.

Institutions participating in the program assign faculty or staff abroad for

teacning, or researen maintain that person on salary a4I receive visiting

faculty from their partner institution. USIA funds ace used for participant

travel costs and modest salary supplements. projects supported by USIA last a

minimum of two years and a maximum of three. Total grant amount is limited to

P t mare tnan $50,000. Key considerations for awards include the following:

a. sound academic objectives and selection of fields of linkage; quality

of participants; and igniiive thrusts in educational exchanges;
-,--

.(-
b. true mut..::.,ity of beneficial development and a clearly demonstrable

ela! :. !2tween the series of indivi idual exchanges and the Program's

..,

goal of institutional development;

0685
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c. potential for advancing the cultural and political understanding of=

the countries represented by the partnership institutions within the

institutions themselves;

d. likelihood that the partnership will continue 'after the conclusion of

the USIA grant.

4. Foreign Students in the United States

After World War II there were approxiMately 25,000 foreign students in the

U.S. By 1960,"there were 50,000. The population has more than doubled every

ten years since, although the growth rate in recent years has declined. In

1981/82, the population was estimated at 326,300. In 1982/83, it was

estimated at 337,000.

The Map, of 1961 gave the U.S. Government authority for the first time to

fund programs and services for foreign Atudehts at the university level who do

not receive U.S. Government grants. USIA's Student Support Services picision.

is the only U.S. Government office.dedicated primarily to t'e welfare of

foreign students in the United States, whatever their source of sponsorship.

The rati.c.;:-'1e for assisting foreign students is that many of them return to

positions of leadership and influence in their brae countries. It is

important that they not only have a worthwhile academiq,e4perience here but

also a chance to broaden their understanding about the U.S.
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A network abroad to advi'le students overseas about educational oppotr

in tle U.S. has been created since the early tids. Services are ofiei,,

USIA ,verseas posts, Fulbright Commissions, binational cultural centers,

Amican libraries, and by private organizations such as the I Istituto of

International Education (IIE) ,and the America-Mideast Educational and Training

Services (AMIDEAJC). Such services are available in some 300 cities around

the %lurid; altnouga the range and quality of services vary greatly.

Overseas student advising is intended to assist prospective students in making

their choides as to whether to pursue their education inth,e/O.S., and if so,

at which of tne more than 3,000 U.S. institutions. Advi7(s serve cost

country students as well as third country nationals.

Experience nos indicated tnat the key to a successtul per'Ional experience and

effective educational program for foreign students rests on a va:iety of

factors, such 43 appropriate academic placement, initial impreJsions, adequate

campus programs and services (foreign student adv:sing, Enolish language

programs, etc.), and opportunities to better understand American life and

culture. Through grants-(n-aid to a number of private organizations in

international education, the Agency helps in developing programs and expertise

to affect the lives of foreign students in the U.S. in a number of ways.
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At the same time, USIA is in the process of formulating new approached and

policies to encourage American senior scholars to participate in the Fulbright

Program. These include:

-- "serial" grants: grants of Ur nths per year for three

consecutive years, to enable the best and busiest scholars to devote

quality time to their projects,

-- "pool" grants: a rigorous national competition for the best American

scholars, who will form a pool of grantees available for, placement

abroad for up to five years; this will permit scholars plenty of time

to prepare themselves tine Fulbright experience; and

-- "dw,1" grants: or collaborative research projects in wnich both

American and foreign grantees are at work on the same subject matter.

6. American Studies

The study of the culture and civilization of the United states is essential to

the conduct of this nation's public diplomacy. The history of U.S. government

interest in American studies dates from the original Fulbright Act of 1946.

In the 1961 revision, the Fulbright-hays Act specifically authorizes the

President "to foster American studies" in a variety of ways under the

superviF:ion of the Board of Foreign Scholan,l.ips.
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A 190 c..ort to tne Congress entitled 'American Studies Abroad" strongly

endorsed fostering Amert:an studies through the Fulbriyht Program and the

otner programs of USIA. Since this time, USIA has :.,upported American studies

abroad tnrough grants to academic institutions, development of American

studies materials for overseas use, book publication and Fulbriyht grants co

both American and tok,Aign specialists in the discipline.

7. Internationa:, Visitors

Each year USIA invites approximately 4,000 foreign leaders in such fields as

govercment, labor, mass media, science and education to the United States to

participate in the International Visitor Program, generally for periods of up

to 30 days. About ndlf of these visitors come to the United States at t,. ir

own or their governments' expense, wnile the remaining half are fully or

partially funded by USIA. About one-third of those receiving grants

participate in group projects on such topics as economics, televisioc and

radio, education, foreign policy, communications, etc. The (tilers have

ndividually tailored programs. Arrangements for visi:ors' programs are made

by USIP. .nd several organizations under contract to the Agency. Local program

duargements are coordinated tnrough hundreds of local organizations involving

than 730,000 American volunteers. zany of these organizations are

members of to National Council for International Visitors. Forty-four people

who have participated 3.ri the International Visitor Program over the years now

sit as deads of State or guve!:dnent in countries around the world.
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U. Private Sector. Programs

To meet tne dual challenges -A" projecting American
society abroad and of

expanding its resources, USIA has a
legislative mandate to encourage the

assistance of the private sector in
carrying out its work. Consequently, USIA

continues its lung established program
assistance and grants to private sector

organizations inalved in tne international exchange of persons.

In addition, the Agency
is working with a number of advisory committees of

private citizens to provide
advice and assistance in such areas as new

directions for the Agency, books and libraries, radio programming and radio

engineering.

9. East-West Center

The Agency serves a liaison function with the Center for Cultural and

Technical Interchange t tween East and West in Hawaii. This autonomous

institution of learning for
Americans and for the peoples 0Z Asia and the

Pacific promotes understanding
through cooperative piagra s of research, study

and training
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Appendix 11

The Diminished Role of U.S. Books Abroad
A Report on Disenssioni. at the Library of Congress

AN NM V. Cob', Eyrtillille Hire( rot
Ow/ ote, PI/ thr. bOON

ISooks e essential tom edit.
Mini al des elopment and its t

canal undo standing. Yet sew r
beets .1 Igini der Imo .

.ibroail t,.1 die pat
lobe's and the Amer it all 1.
exports hav dropped,
ernmental otganitation
hook des elopment have
motion gelu (US!
,Insisting mostls I 11.1

sharply 1I lira I ublished in i
to 1100,0(10 in HP.' I, ' id,-r of 'S1A li
Mattes in ioreign count t ;es .;,cedfrom
182 itt 19tH to 131 t., 1 hi, uoation. described
in it "I/00k risis" the1s.entet Lite nook

tr unitortul Book P,ort tto I up t cc..ct tied as a cause

lot alarm by fort ti ,odor Richard N. Gard-
ner its his ,luck' srllinr, .; the Marla:tplare
of Ideas- to tht. )1ard, :1, ..,um of the Nru, York Times

Alagumie. Ana. Gat doer asserted that the
A met iran Goer, in relative neglect of its over-
seas education,. ,,,,d cultural programs denies "our
foreign policy one of our greatest sources of strength

as a riation--our system of higher education and our
pluralistic culture,"

Last year, the Center for the Book, in cooperation
with the Inter national Division of the Association of
A inericati Publishers, contmissic nett publishing con-
sultant Curtis G. Benjamin to make a detailettinves-
tigation of the la I; ering role at' U.S. books in
developing commies and to..uggest ways of stopping
this decline. A small committee that included two
members of the Center for the Book's NationarAd-
visory Board, Leo N. Albert of Prentice-Hall Inter-
national and Richard D. Moore of the USIA (now

retired), served as advisors.
On the morning of April I 1, a preliminary version

of Mr. Benjamin's report ,as discussed at the Library
of Congress among pub. oers, librarians, and Gov-
ernment officials. Special guests at the srmposium
inchided members of the USIA Book and Library
Advisory Committee, which consists of representa-
tives from the publishing, library, and academic com-
Mutinies. The Center for the Book was the host at the

°mink tee's of nt2eting at the Library,
I hi, t emit ,timoiacites major points in the Ilenja

rout iel..it and seem oi the prim it concerns of

11111t 1.1

Allifi Wort hi
11 iiiiii`

f I 41u,a 1'.5.
A1/11.1 it all

l'.S. book
W10-

oserseas
U.S. !film-

,ng program.
aas decreased
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die USIA Binds mil I aid s vlyistit y nominee. It

tattpliasites the theme id the day's din to-
sums; the need for tenet, cognition, on I hg' part
of bulb die VliVale Wit (M AI 'I Ole t S. G111'1.111111(.11l.

III the 11111/ItillIte ol books as keys to cultural
development, ca ils,ts to trade, and unparalleled

ambassadors of Atmayancancatio.,:ind

U.S. Book! and DevrlopingCounints
Curtis G. BeMamiti's report, tentatively entitled

"The Diminishing Role of U.S. Rooks in Developing
Comm ies." examines
several topics, including
the state of U.S. hook ex-
ports, the influence vof
tnultinational publishing,
the impact of English.
language publishing in
continental Europe, U.S.
hook assistance pro
grams, past and present,
hook assistance programs
of other countries, and
deterrents to U.S. book
exporting. Four Jtatistical

Curfi4 G. Onvarnin tables, presented as ap-
pendixes, trace the ex-

port of U.S. books by types from 1974 through 1980;
expenditures of the U.S. Government's Interna-

tional Media Guarantee Program for 1949-68;
distribution of books and journals by the Asia Fouti-

datica in 1954-81; and translations and publications

of the USIA book program front 1951 through 1980,
Mr. Benjamin's general conclusion is that "a greater
national effort" to fulfill the dire need for U.S. hooks

in less developed Countries is imperative, for reasons

"both of societal morality and of enlightened self-
interest." Somehow American policymakers "mpst

be shown that the U.S. book abroad is far more than

an ordinary commercial commoditythat it is, in
fact, in the vanguard of all our battles to improve our
nation's present position and its future Anions with
all countries of the world."
. The first two chapters of the Benjai. an report were
published in the April '29 issue of Public/ten 'Weekly

under the title "U.S. Book Sales Overseas: An Ebbing
Tide," Speculating about the reasons for the decline,
Mr. Benjamin noted that book exports, for all their
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Itiltiii inuiusic values, ate Icdlll "very small
potatoes" in the commodity-value scale of total U.S.
exports. a«.minting in 'recent years for only 0.237
0.20 percent of the total value of all commodity ex-.
ports. No wonder, he. surmises, that so few leaders in
industry and Government "have shown real and last.
ing interec, in the national importance of book as
an export commodity." American hook publishers,
he nor.. , "Iv and large have thentelveA to blame for
the low ',minim of their product in the real scale of
national. importance." Few of them have been seri-
otisls ounotuned about the state of the merican
1:m4. internationally, Mils contributing to the loss of
t'.S. Government support that book publishing ell-
ilIV (41 in Clue 1960s. ()they leading nations, particu-
larly Great Britain, France, and the Soviet Union,
"Rase lost no time in their effortsto fill the hook gaps
we have loll open."

The expansive presence of the Soviet Union in
international publishing and the effective book pro-
grams of the British Government s'Vere topics of con-
side' able interest to symposium participants. The
United States does not come off well in comparison
with either nation. For example, in 1079, the Soviet
1:1111,11 produced more than 87 million books trans-
lated into various languages, including English. In
the s.1111(' eitr, the USIA, under its translation pro-
iant, published 025.000 volumes. 'Flie British have
ahvans yet-monied that "trade follows the book." In
1982. die British Government finuled the publica-
tion III I .fintlant0 English-la tiguagetextbooks for dis-
tribution throughout the 'Third SN'orld. Their 81
Moat it,. lot ated aroond the globe, house 1,700,000
books-71 wire as. many as are housed in USIA

1 fowtut the decline of the L'.S. book :throad be
ret sulf In his report. Mr.. Benjaminiproposes the
o rcatitni of a tionolit, privately suppluted organi-

rid I houdd I I alto ital

CHART I
USICA LIBRARIES

' .

zillion that would operate ander a title such as Na-
tional Coalition on Books for Developing Countries"
and would exist to bolster American book activities
overseas. This private organization, "which should
function as closely as possible to the operating pat-
tern of the British Council," would be funded by
membership fees, private contributions, and income
from contracted services, the latter including specific
projects and programs contracted with the U.S. Gov-
ernment. Mr. Benjamin's proposal was discussed at
length, along with two alternate stigges'ions from
symposium participants: (.) the formation of a
shared public/private sector organization or perhaps
a new Government-sponsored organization to
accomplish the satire objectives, and (2) instead of
creating a new organization, concentration on reviv-
ing and strengthening USIA book programs for de-
velopingcountries.

USIA Book and Library Programs
Realization that the book and library programs of

the USIA had been reduced drastically since the mid-
19805. led USIA officials, in 1982, to approve new
policies aimed at "stemming this decline, improving
the use of books in USIA activities, and broadening
the distribution of American books." In a letter pub-
lished in the October 1982 issue of USIA World, USIA
director Charles 1. Wick explained that the new
statements "declare that USIA book and library poli-
cies are iti the national interest and will be upgraded
as resources become available." Books, he noted',-had
four special advantages as effective vehicles for the
international exchange of ideas: they are unique in
the thoroughness and depth of their treatment of
complex subjects, they are lasting and easily accessi-

nEr.,7 /TT,
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USICA BOOK TRANSLATION PROGRAM
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ble to all without special equipment, they can be 're-
cisely selected to meet the needs of a specific a !th-
ence or individual at a modest cost, and book and
library activities a reOft est welcome in societies where
other USIA programming is suspect or prohibited.

Ambassador Vt'ick's intention to reverse the down-
ward trend it, USIA book and library programs is

echoed in the 1942 /(r/sort of the United Stain Advisoly

Commitsion on Public Dip/ontary. which includes charts
(see above) demonstrating the drop in the number of
USIA (formerly USICA) libraries in 1952-81 and in

the number of volumes published in the agency's
book translation program from 1953 through 1981.

Meeting at the Library of Congress on the after-
noon of April I 1, the USIA Book and Library Advis-
ory C:ottortittee exchanged views about the morning's
discussion of the Benjamin report. Chairman Paul
Feffer, president of the exporting firm of Ferrer &
Simons. reiterated his opinion that American pub-
lishers might to work in partnership with, the U.S..
Government, and particularly with the USIA, to
stimulate book and library programs abroad. Mr
Feffer explained that promotion of such cooperation
indeed was one of the reasons why the USIA Book

and Library Advisory Committee was established last

year. In addition to reviewing the agency's programs,
the committee is expected to suggest ways ofcombin-
ing private and public efforts to strengthen Ameri-
can books overseas.

William Loftptist of the U.S. Department of Cool-
. sm.frce briefed committee members about trends in
U.S. book exports, which led to a discussion about
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ways that USIA's tremendously successful Ladder
hook distribution program, discontinued in 1967,

might be restored. Committee member James E.

LyOns. vice president of University Press of America,
and Don McN,AI, chief, USIA book programs, re-
ported on the status of USIA's program fordonating
books to developing countries and identified four
obstacles inhibiting its expansion: (1) the current
L'.S. tax strtacture, which encourages publishers to
shred rather than donate books: (2) the lack of Gm'-
ertintent or pt ivate sector footling for transportation
costs; (3) the fear on the par. of some publishers that
donided books will diminish their markets for sales:

and (I) the lack of a satisfactory method for screen-
ing donated titles.

'Hie meeting concluded with general comments
from Guy Brown, director of USIA's Office of Cid-

5

Leo Albert, 7Theodore Wolin, and Pauli eller

..esources and the agency's printi-
pal representative on the Book and Library Advisory
Committee. He explained that three factors contrib-
ute to the formation of USIcVs education/cultural
program*, priorities: Congressional action on the
USIA budget (which totaled 5588 million in fiscal

y....ar 1983), the chrrent administration's priorities,
and previous budget commitments. Currently, there
is strong interest in strengthening the book and li-
huffy programs, but this interest is overshadowed by
other project, commitments. Without a strong con-
stituency to champion them, the book and library
programs are easy targets for bodge' and program
l'll!S.

In response to a question based on the morning's
discussion. Dr. Brown compared British, French,

and American participation in overseas information
and c ttltural activities. He pointed out that the British
emphasize their hook programs, as evidenced by

1,1 E s 1Cnt:Ar rfql
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their strong participation in the annual Frankfurt
Book Fair, and that the French emphasize promo-
tion of the French language through language melt-
ing programs and book exports. The USIA
emphasizes educational and cultural exchanges,
which number ti,000 to 7,000 an nualli. Yet the over-
seas USIA libraries, events they currently ekist, cir-
culate about 6,000 volumes throughout the world
each day.

Participants

t,. Om. unman
Robet t t.. tsartmh, sir president of marketingMcGraw Hill In.

nation,' Bnois companv
Curtis Benjamin, publishing consultant
Simon Michael Bessie, director, Harper & Row Publishers, and

chair, National Advisory Board, Center for the Book
Alexander.). Burke, Jr., president. SlcGrawHill Book Company
Mark Carroll, chid, Professional Publications, National Pat k Se r-

ice
Nicholas ti. Chantiles, vile president, Times Mirror International,

the Times Mirror Company
Robert Rase, tonsult ant
Margaret Hanstiii, die must, Government Polity Development,

CBS, Ins.
Richard korner, exetutis c director. American Association of Uni.

sem:, P
Lolquist. industry specialist. Bureau of Industrial

Etnnoinit s, U.S. Department of Commerce
John B. Putnam. publishing tonsuitant
Dams C. Snmh. ir.,a nsultant, Princeton, New Jersey
Ssimdia I.. Small. As .11, i.1111111 of American Publishers

heodin %Vali,. executive director, C.S. Senate Democratic
I cadet ship Cade

Mar iada partiopanti in the yrnponstr.1

on -The I/mm.3AM Rat vi U.S. /tomb A6rood TAoirprri
ant it the table in the foreground, front to finial

CurIII G Iltniatnin, John Y . Cole, arid Lao Atberi;
(barkruund, I,JI so nghtl Nithobn G. eltanitlti, Haniald

John S. Boating, Ainn win- J. Burk., Mid lams

1.yortt.

W. Bradford Wiley, chairjohn Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Harvey.): Winter, director, Office of Business Practices, U.S. De-

partment of State;

Library of Congas Staff:
Nancy Bush, information officer
Marianna fax Choldin.vlsiting scholar, Center for the Book
John Y. Cole, executive director, Center for the Book
Lewis I, Flacks, international copyright officer
Clara Lovett, chief, European Division
Carol Nemeyer, Associate Librarian for National Programs

L.'SIA Book and Library AdusslryCom'itttru
Paul Feller, chair and president, Feller & Simnns, Inc.
Leo Albert, chairman of the Board, Prentice- Hall International
Walter Berns, resident scholar, American Enterprise Institute for

Public Policy R h
George Carcy, professor, Georgetown University
Raymond Englisn, vice president, Ethics and Public Policy Center
.f. Stanton Evans, Washirgton, D.C.
James Lyons, vice president. Unive rtity Press of America
A nneMathews, professor, Graduate School of Librariansliip and

Information Management, University of Denver
John 5. Robling, vier president,Encyclopardia Britannica, Inc,

USIA Staff:
Masada Bourgin, program. officer, Office of Private Se. for Pro-

grams
Guy S. Brown, director, Office of Cultural Centers and Resources
Donald Hausrath, library program officer
Ann Martin, acting chief, Bibliographic Division
Barbara Merello, American republics area repmentative
Donald McNeil, chief, Book Programs Division
Robert Murphy, chie 1, Library Program Division
Sus.in Olson, rapporteur
Loh Rom, chief, Centers Management

Reprinted from the June 6 LC information Bulletin, pp. 193-196.
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Append ix E

Regional Summaries of Soviet Bloc: and U.G. Government-Sponsored
Foreign Students From One HulaFa Third-World Countries

For WE-Joh Comparable Data Are Available*

Region

AFRICA - Totals
for 44 Countries:

AMERICAN REPUBLICS -
Totals for 25 Countries:

EAST ASIA - Totals
for 6 Countries:

Soviet Bloc U.S. Gov't.

30560 2368

6885 1360

13 908

NORTH AFRICA, NEAR EAST
& SOUTH ASIA - Totai-
for 25 Countries: 38200 2317

TOTALS:
75660 6953

* Figures represent
totals for these years: U.S. - 1982;

Soviet B.oc - 1981
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Mr. SIMON. Our final witness is Dr. Barbara Burn, director of in-
ternational programs, the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
and former president of the National Association of Foreign Stu-
dent Affairs, but I think of her in another capacity; that is, she di-
rected the staff of the President's Commission on Foreign Lan-
guages and International Studies and did a superb job at that. It is
a pleasure to welcome an old friend here, Barbara Burn.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA BURN, DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST, AND
FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FOR-
EIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS
Dr. BURN. You took the words out of my mouth. 1 was going to

say it is a special privilege and pleasure for me to testify in the
subcommittee chaired by my friend, Congressman Paul Simon and
a former colleague with the President's Commission.

I am here speaking on behalf of the National Association for For-
eign Student Affairs, which is the principal professional association
in this country concerned with the international exchange of stu-
dents and scholars. It represents 1,600 academic institutions and
other organizations and over 5,000 professionals and volunteers.

I think the case, has already been very well made by my col-
leagues on the importance of international exchange. I would add
to this that I think international ew Aianges of gtudents and schol-
ars are essential if our colleges and universities are going to be not
only regional and national centers, but internationaland I would
used the word "internationalized." If they are to meet the chal-
lenges we are all discussing here, I think that we have to have
much more effective and strengthened exchanges of students and
scholars with other countries.

I am going to focus on some of the barriers standing in the way
of international exchanges of students .ind scholars, and I will take
first the matter of American students who study abroad.

According to the excellent report put out annually by the Insti-
tute of International Education, approximately 30,000 American
students study abroad in programs which are sponsored by Ameri-
can colleges and universities.

According to my estimatesand I attempted to dig into this with
some vigormaybe as many as 75,000 American students study
abroad each year. But even taking that number, this is less than 1
percent of the total enrollments in American higher education, a
really shocking figure considering our need for stronger interna-
tional competence, which Dr. Trowbridge just mentioned.

The barriers to study abroad: The first is, of course, financial. Al-
though students are eligible when they go abroad in approved pro-
grams for Federal financial aid, they can't take their work sti.cly
awards. It' would' be extremely helpful if some modifications couid
be made so that some other type of assistance could compensate for
their not having the work study, This keeps many students at
home and some of our most qualified students, whose pocIltbooks
may not match their aspirations and abilities.

I certainly don't have to go into detail on another deterrent to
study abroad and to students thinking of studying abroad, which is

101.
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lack of foreign language skills. As the chairman has mentioned in
more than one situation where I have heard him speak, beginning
French doese't gr+ you very far in France.

Another detei.'_nt is most students who do go abroad are not
able to go to countries other than Western Europe; 80 or even 85
percent of the American students who study abroad are going to
Western Europe. Considering the importance of the Third World/
developing world/nonweste:ii world, it was shocking that so few of
our students are voing Lo these countries for study.

Specific barriers prevent their going to the nonwestern and de-
veloping world. It is not only the language skills, but it is a ques-
tion of high travel costs, it is lack of program support structures in
th United States and abroad, and it is the inability of host country
educational systems to accommodate our students.

I just was reading a report on Commonwealth student exchange,
the British Commonwealth. Mole and more there are deterrents
within that system for students within the system, and even higher
deterrents for American students going to Commonwealth coun-
tries and to Third World countries.

If we are going to have cost effective, study abroad programs in
the developing world, in the nonwestern world, what is needed is a
combination of government and institutional resources.

In some of these matters minor revision of titles IV and VI of the
Higher Education Act could significantly assist in expanding study
abroad opportunities. For example, title VI should be expanded, in
my view, to allow grants for the development of undergraduate
study abroad programs, especially in the nonwestern and develop-
ing countriesthese title VI centers focus onand should provide
funding for training professionals in the study abroad field, both in
the United States and abroad, and for research and development of
the informational resources we need to encourage more study
abroad.

Turning now to the other side of the exchange process, different
kinds of obstacles prevent qualified foreign students from enrolling
in our colleges and universities and hare a detrimental impact on
the experience of many of the students who do come to this coun-
try for study.

We have a tremendous stake in the talents and prospects for
leadership of the foreign students in this country. Their skills and
knowledge will play a major role in the development of their home
countries. Very important to all this is the contacts they make.
The knowledge they gain of American society will certainly be a
factor in shaping opinion about the United States in their home-
lands.

The deterrents to foreign students coming here: First, lack of in-
formation about American eduCation and how one gets admitted to
a college or university. The overseas. U.S. advising and resource
centers sponsored by the U.S. Information Agency do a tremendous
job. I understand that they respond to more than 600,000 students
mak3ng inquiries on American higher education and related mat-
ters but, even so, they cannot meet the demand.

A second problem obviously is finance, my colleagues have
referred to. I, therefore, will not go into ti.at.
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While the basic academic programs foreign students receive in
this country are certainly among the finest in the world, what
needs more attention in the view of NAFSA is to help foreign stu-
dents see the applicability of the knowledge and skills they acquire
here to home country.

NAFSA's cooperative projects grant program funded by USIA
supports campus-based projects in this area, but more effort in this
field in needed. NAFSA also collaborates with the Agency for Inter-
national Development to define the special educational needs of
students from developing countries and help, respond to them.
More, again, is needed here.

More effort *should be undertaken to bring foreign students into
contact with the social and cultural fabric of our institutions and
communities. We all know that this kind of intLg,.ation into our
communities doesn't hapden automatically, and when it does not, if
Mr. Andropov had conic `', Eureka College in Illinois rind had lan-
guished all alone in hi: t and nobody brought him out to' speak
at the local Rotary Clu A to be involved and to learn more about
the community, it might not make no much difference that he had
studied at Eureka College.

NAFSA has programs here to try to involve students more in the
community, to educate them about American life, to enable the for-
eign students to be an educational resource for Americans. More is
needed here as well.

Since over 95 percent of 1?.re students in this country are not Gov-
ernmen sponsored, we thin ic. it makes a great deal of sense for the
Federal Government to :,e the small additional investment
needer 1:o assist the foreigi- :-udents to ent 'r more into the life of
our coriri..iities and,,contre. ,;11 to them.

My fin,At point relates to :nt developments with respect to re-
strictions in foreign students coming to this country. There is
grave cc ern within NAFSA and within ou colleges and universi-
ties on , . burgeoning of Government restrictions and regulation"
relating cc student and scholar visa arrangements

Over the years, this problem has grown in me ,nitude, and just
as of August 1, new and yet more burdens.,,ie regulations went into
effect. The paperwork involved in respor,.4ir to the requirements
of immigration takes an enormous amount of time which should,
we think, be spent on assisting the students rather than processing
the papers. It is also expensive. A' the University of Minnesota
they estimate the staff time requhc'l arid other related costs in re-
sponding to the new regulations c*f immigration is close to $60,000.

I think a very important apect of this, Mr. Chairman, is that as
the students have come under tighter control and scrutiny, their
impressions of the United States an a free and open society have
suffered. They have questions. Our foreign students and scholars
are a needlessly overregulated grout Tt is not in the national inter-
est that they be so regulated.

To summarize, increased resour,:,.*, are needed to inform and
advise prospective students abnad to fund a study in the United
States for more highly qualifit foreign students, to increase the
outreach of proven educational enriclyrr oi programs.

Title VI centers might be looked t --they have not so far, I
thinkto apply their expertise to help meet the special needs of
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foreign students who are coming from those parts of the world
which are the focus of the different title VI area centers, and
indeed, to perhaps include the presence of foreign students from
those regions as part of the teaching resources and whui, they do.

As I hope my testimony has indicated, NAFSAand I personally
and professionallyWe exchanges as vital to our national inter-
ests. There are roadblocks in the way to expanding international
,,educational exchanges. Some of the roadblocks can be removed
with relatively minor changes in legislation and regulations. I am
delighted that this subcommittee is concerned with these matters
and hope that some favorable results will be coming out of this.

Thank you.
Mr. StmoN. We thank you, also.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Barbara B. Burn follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OE DR. BARBARA B. BURN, REPRESENTING THE NAILONAI,
ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS'

Given America's place in today's world, for our colleges and universities to serve
as regional or even !intonel centers of learning is simply not enough. If they are
going to meet our pressing national needs, they must be international centers for
teaching, scholarship, and research. To build an American capability to comprehend
and communicate with other cultures, to establish strong bonds with the future
leadership of other nations, to maintain our economic competitiveness in world mar-
kets, to further the advancement of science and technologyall of these and other
pressing goals require our postsecondary institutions to function asworld centers of
advanced learning. This can only be achieved by means of vital and effective ex-
change linkages with students and scholars of other nations. We must, therefore,
carefully identify and remove barriers standing in the way of the international ex-
change of students and scholars in pursuit of these vital goals.

Since the roadblocks we encounter in sending our students abroad differ consider-
ably from those found in bringing international students to our campuses, I will
deal with each side of I he exchange process separately, even though the process is,
or ought to be, an essentially reciprocal activity.

Each year approximately 30,000 U.S. students participate in study abroad pro-
grams sponsored by our colleges and universities. A considerahle but unknown addi-
tional number attend programs sponsored by other types of institutions, enroll inde-
pendently in foreign institutions, and participate in informal institution-to-institu-
tion exchanges. All in all, we can roughly estimate (since we lack vital data to com-
pile a complete picture) that over 75,000 U.S. students at the postsecondary level
study abroad annually. Since over 11 million students are enrolled in our colleges
and universities, this means less thin 1 percent of our.students study abroad each
year. Considering our need for stronger int?rnational competencies, this number is
shockingly low. Several barriers inhibit the growth of study abroad.

A primary barrJr is, of course, finances. Even though study abroad often costs
little or no more than a year of study in the U.S., and can sometimes cost less, fi-
nancial considerations often bar Eitcess of capable students to study programs over-
seas. For example, while in most cases federal financial aid can be used for study
abroad undertaken as part of a degree, work-study awards cannot, and this fre-
quently prevents work-study students from going abroad. A substitute form of assist-
ance specifically for work-study recipients accepted for approved overseas programs
would open possibilities now closed and would cost little more. Some small technical
changes in other financial aid programs (e.g. GSL reporting structures) would make
them more easily applicable to the costs of approved programs. Furthermore, the
conditior 1 under which federal financial aid is applicable to study abroad is not con-
sistently understood or applied by campus financial aid offices. Encouragement from
the Department of 'Education to allow students to apply federal financial rtia to

Dr. Burn is Director of International Programs at the University of Massachusetts at Am-
herst, and is a member of the Executive Committee and immediate past. president of NAFSA. In
addition, Dr. Burn was the executive director for the President's Commission on Foreign Lan-
guage and International Studies. NAFSA is the principal U.S. professional association concerned
with the international exchange of students and scholars, representing 1,600 academic and other
organizations and over 5,000 professionals and volunteers engaged in the exchange process.
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Misty abroad which counts toward ii degree, and guidelines from the Department
about handling awards for study abroad students would cortainly allow more stu-
dents to include foreign study in Weir degree programs,

Lack df minimum foreign language is another fundamental barrier. Only'15
percent of our public high school students study a foreign language; only 8 percent
of American colleges and universities require a foreign language for admission, Dis-
tressingly, comparison with 1965 data shows serious deterioration at both levels.
While studies project substantial shortages of foreign area experts for the Middle
East, Sub-Saharan Africa, Eastern Europe, and all areas of Asia, our students are
not now acquiring hie language skills needed for study in these regions,

We nu, 1 many more exchange linkages and study programs in areas outside of
the well-trodden path to 'West 're Europe. Of the 832 college- or university-sponsored
programs identified and cataloged by the Institute of International Education in
1980-81, 59 were in Europe. In sharp contrast, a recent survey of our business com-
munity by the Conference Board indicates greatest projected growth of our markets
in Latin America and Asia, where our colleges offered only 62 and 96 study abroad
programs, respectively. Maintenance of our strong educational ties with Europe is,
of course, essential, but the horizons of study abroad should not stop there.

Several specific barriers prevent students from studying in crucial parts of the de-
veloping world. Besides lack of language skills, these include high travel costs, lack
of program support structures, and inability of host country educational systems to
accommodate our students in the face of overwhelming local demand for postsecon-
dary educatign. While cost-effective study programs can be developed and main-
tained in Europe, this is not the case in many -world areas. Study in these countries
will only be possible by combining Government and institutional resources.

Study abroad' must be better ini.:grated into our academic programs. Whereas for-
eign study is frequently an integ.al part of a foreign language or international stud-
ies program in Great Britain (sad resources are made available to allow it), few U.S.
programs can or do make foreign study a requirement for language or international
studies students, and many institutions do not even offere encourage such options.

Finally, informational resources about foreign study'opportunities a:e seriously
lacking. While my institution provides trained staff and reference materials about
study abroad for our students, this is by no means typical of our colleges and uni-
versities. Many students do nc,Z, study abroad for lack of such services. We also lack
detailed information on study abroad possibilities in many world areas and cannot
encourage or advise students or arrange programs without it.

In some of the above areas, minor revision of titles IV and VI of the Higher Edu-
cation Act could significantly assist us in expanding study abroad opportunities, and
I hope you will explore them. For example, title VI authority could be expanded to
allow grants for development of study abroad programs integral to foreign language
or international studies programs, for training study abroad professionals both in
the U.S. and abroad, for research and the development of informational resources
about study abroad, and for study-abroad-related outreach activities by regional in-
ternational studies centers. In some cases, such as that of foreign language compe-
tence, wholly new legislation seems to be essential if we are to progress, and I am
pleased that Congress and your committee have such legislation under considera-
tion.

Turning now to the other side of the exchange process, different limitations pre-
vent qualified students from attending our institutions and have a detrimental
impact on the experiences of many students who do attend. We have a tremendous
stake in the talents and prospects for leadership of the 337,000 foreign students now
attending our colleges and universities. Their acquired skills will play a major role
in the development of their home countries. Their direct experience of American
culture, government, and values will shape opinion about us in their homelands.
Their professional and commercial affiliations can enhance our international trcde
and business relationships. NAFSA's collective experience points to several princi-
pal barriers to realizing these desirable results:

Lack of information about American education and how to obtain admission to it
is a fundamental barrier. Overseas U.S. advising and resource centers are a vital
link without which access to our institutions is virtually impossible. The United
States Information Agency, Which supports and operates most of these centers, re-
poits that more than 600,000 students seek services from these centers each year,
and the Agency's resources for its overseas student advising centers cannot'ade-
quately meet this demand.

Highly qualified students from many countries do not have any hope of entering
U.S. institutions because of lack of money to meet minimal expenses. The distin-
guished Senator from Connecticut, Lowell Weicker, has often cited his concern at
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seeing IMO students studying In Cut lit and finding out that, there were
only two Namibian students hi the entire United States. 1 think we mast share thin
concern and find ways to break down these financial barriers whenever possible.

While the Inisic academic programs foreign students receive are without question
among the finest in the world, we know that iimcii can be done to make skills tic-
(mired more applicable to home country needs. NAFSA has supported though its
Cooperative Projects grant program, funded by USIA, many useful campus-based
model programs to do this. For example, one such project allowed foreign students
studying agriculture at North Carolina State University to work with faculty on it
continuing basis to learn how to apply U.S. skills and techniques to home country
!weds. Such programs are not available to the vast majority of our foreign students.

NAFSA has also collaborated With the Agency for International Development to
define the unique educational needs of students from developing countries and to
communicate these needs within the U.S. educational community through publica-
tions, seminars, and other programs.'Here again, a solid base has been established
but much greator outreach is needed,

Much more needs to be done to bring our foreign students into contact with the
social and cultural fabric of our institutions and communities, Such integration does
not necessarily occur automatically, and whnn it does not, the foreign student be-
comes isolated and estranged and the host community suspicious. The tremendous
potential benefits of academic, exchanges are thus lost or greatly diminished. Once
again, NAFSA has developed many good model programs to bring the U.S. commu-
nity and the foreign student together. Although excellent orientation and outreach
program models exist, resources are not available at many schools to use them.
Some of these model programs have taken foreign students into our primary And
secondary schools, hospitals, and community civic groups where the students can
teach us about their cultures and even tutor us in their languages. NAFSA is cur-
rently supporting a very promising ,program recently set up in which the state of
Oregon reduces tuition charges to foreign Students at state institutams in exchange
for community service. Such mutual efforts need to be greatly expanded, tis do pro-
grams to build the English language skills of spouses and children of foreign stu-
dents and to integrate them into (air schools and communities. Our foreign students
and their families constitute a great.educational resource which wt. are simply not
using effectively. Since well over 95 percent of these students are not government
sponsored, it makes a great deal of sense for the government to make the small ad-
ditional investment needed to assist these students to enter into the life of our com-
munities and to make a positive contribution to them,

There is an additional area of serious concern to NAFSA and other parts of the
educational community which I must call to the subcommittee's attention. It is the
burgeoning of government restrictions and regulations relating to student and schol-
ar visa arrangements. Over the years we have watched this problem grow in magni-
tude, and new, more burdensome regulations went into effect on August,) of this
year. As the paper work required for these proceves has grown, it consumes more
and more of our working hours, hours which should be spent assisting students with
their special needs, As immigration regulations have placed more of the burden of
regulation on our institutions and foreign student advisers, they have increasingly
compromised the confidentiality of the advising process. As students have come
under tighter control and scrutiny, their impressions of the U.S. as a free and open
society have suffered. The immediate, direct cost of the new regulations to one insti-
tution, the University of Minnesota, is estimated at $24,000 in staff time, materials
and equipment, and an additional $34,000 for modifications of its computer system
needed to respond to the demands for. information about students imposed by the
INS. Our foreign students and scholars are a needlessly over-regulated group. As a
result, the ability of our institutions to serve as international centers of learning
has been seriously impaired. If our national objectives le: dtudent exchanges are to
be realized, deregulation of this area is absolutely essential.

The subcommittee, the Congress, and the Government as a whole could be of con-
siderable help to us in improving access to our educational systein and the 3uality
of the experience foreign students have. Increased resources are needed to inform
and advise prospective students abroad, to fund study for highly qualified but needy
students, and to increase the outreach of proven educational enrichment programs.
Enhancement of title VI centers to further develop and apply their expertise to
meet the unique needs of foreign students from particular world areas could make a
valuable contrit .,r to strengthening exchanges. Deregulation of inhibiting immi-
gration regulat A on foreign students and our educational institutions is
crucial to the in. ,f international educational exchange.
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Au I hope my tentiniony todny cenveyn, (4Chilligen are vital tour nationnl Inter-
ente in many reelects, hAtertintIonal P(IlletlIi011111 exchanges are actively inipported
by a dedicated group of ladividuala, educational inntitlitionx, and other organint-
florin, and the great nudority of exchange activity In privately funded. All our NH-
tion't( immix, however, cannot be met by tip. private (lector. I am very plenne I that
Congress in cognizant of thin and in acting to increnae import for both the exchange
programs of USIA and the international activitien of the Department of Education
(luring the current session of Congrenn. It in the vital role of the government to care-

,: fully IltalefiN 11Hflitit Hit in meeting them, I hope my tentiniony in

useful to you a fulfilling thin vatientinl tank. NOM appreciaten the opportunity to
advine thin nubcommittee and Mande ready to (mixt you furthor in any way we can.

Mr. SnsioN, If I may refer to your final point on the regulations
on foreign students, I would like to suggest that if you could have
some representatives of your association!---NAFSAjust two or
three of them, to come together and we will get the head of the
Immigration and Naturalization Service in my office and see if we
can't work out something. I will ask Margaret Koval to pull that
together.

I was fascinatedI don't think you mentioned this, but it is in
your written testimonythat Namibia has 600' students studying
in Cuba and two studying in the United States. On the Soviet-
United States figures that the other witnesses have mentioned, it is
also interesting that the Soviets offer about the Same number of
scholarships in`Central America that we do worldwide. I think that
clearly is not in our national interest.

The other thing that one of the witnesses touched upon is that
we are increasingly- bringing in the wealthier students rather than
a good cross-section of our students.

Another concern I have is not simply students studying abroad,
but we have a declining percentage of our faculty studying abroad
and teaching abroad. That, it seems to me, is not in our national
interest.

May I ask all three of you this question. Mr. Trowbridge, in'your
testimony, you talk about 24 Government agencies involved in the
exchanges. Is this desirable? Is it workable? Should we have one
agency where all of this is centered? Would that be a more work-
able thing to get a hold of?

Dr. TROWBRIDGE. That sounds eminently reasonable; to me. As a
matter of fact, this study that, we ,put together recentlyand we
have this in our fileis one of the first studies, to my knowledge,
that has ever been done.

One thing that we have certainly demonstrated in this city is the
lack of coordination and one hand simply not knowing what the
other hand is doing at all. There is a dismal lack of coordination
about the international exchange programs, and are only now
beginning to put together in this report that you have those fig-
ures. So, I think there there would be something.

You are going to have the obvious turf battles on this, but I
think there is something to be said about coordination of the inter-
national exchange effort, indeed. It simply makes sense. Otherwise,
you are having repetitions, you are expending fund,- in certain
areas where yoti are overlapping with other areas and you are not
wisely involved in any kind of global strategy at all,

Mr. SIMON. Any comments from the other two witnesses?

Vi



Srtitook, I would just echo what Dr. Trowbridge 1)05 said.
there in It ite of agency interenta reflected in 1.1)e range of

exchange activities funded by the diffevIII, hilt clearly
there must, be a Paeans of rat iciialiying it more effectively than at,
present.

Br. Iltam. I would only add to it that, when I was involved with
you with the President's Commission, I spent, some time visiting a
number of the agencies which do have exchange programs and
weak!, therefore, f.ertnialy echo what Dr. Trowbridge said. The
lack of coordination is very unfortunate. I think it has as a result,
that the people coming in the exchange programs of the difterent,
agencies are not well-served educationally and otherwise.

Mr. SIMON. And it becomes almost an incidental thing to some
agencies. I visited with a Cabinet member who will remain un-
named and mentioned an exchange program that was under his ju-
risdiction, He had no idea there was an exchange program under
his ,jurisdiction. It, illustrates a problem.

Dr. Trowbridge, if I may, let tile differ just slightly with a state-
ment that you have. You say English, which is the language of in-
ternational communication, of education, of the transfer of science
and technology and so forth, continues to be the major language of
international communication. It is, however, a declining language
in terms of percentage of technical journals.and so forth; that more
and more countries want to have their technical materials in what-
ever that language is, whether it is Finnish or French or whatever.
I don't differ with you in saying that is the Major language of com-
munication.

Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you to all

of the witnesses for your testimony.
I would like to follow up on a comment that was just made by

Dr. Trowbridge in regard to the lack of coordination and concern
as to where we ought to go wi(,h title VI and probably what your
comments from each of you would be in some of the other pro-
grams.

As I am sure you are aware, Senator Luger has an amendment
in the State Department authorization that creates a 10-year pro-
gram, $5 million a year for Soviet and East European studies. We
have passed out of ow,' subcommittee and committee a bill that pro-
vides additional money for the foreign language area. We have the
Peace Academy proposal in front of the Foreign Affairs Committee,
and there are others as well.

Do we run into a danger that we simply have all kinds of pieces
going in all different routes, if not different directions, in that we
don't get the efficiency? Should we make an effort in this Congress
to bring all of them under title VI or'bring them all under some-
thing else? What is yOur reaction to all the different proposals that
are now in front of us? I am open to anybody.

Dr. TROWBRIDGE. Sir, I can only say what I have already said. I
think that presently the situation,is a mess. When I have tried to
sit down and determine how muck moneyfor instance, if we get
an increase in budgethow much money do we put in the Ful-
bright Commission, say, in Brazil or this country or that country. I

1 4'1 1
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am presently making those kinds of decisions pretty much in a
vacuum as to what we Live done.

The question is: What is somebody else doing? Well, really,
nobody knows. You can sort of find out, but when people make de-
cisions, they really don't make those decisions on the basis of what
other agencies and departments are doing.

So, I think what you have here in the exchange program
throughout the city is simply an arrangement of ad hoc decisions
made in a vacuum.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Any other comments?
Dr. SMOCK. I would just add one thing. Clearly there is an incli-

nation to respond to international crises. The additional funds that
look like they will be forthcoming for Soviet and Eatt EUI pean
studies certainly is commendable.

On the other hand, we never know what part of the world is
going to be the next crisis point, and to prepare specialists and to
develop an understanding of those areas is a long-term sustained
investment. I would think that we would want to give equal atten-
tion to other parts of the world in a very sustained fashion rather
than responding to crises usually after they happen.

Dr. BURN. My only comment would be-with respect to the special_
funding requested for Soviet and Eastern European studies. I think
if we go that route, we are going to find .the people involved in area
studies of different world regions, each going and presenting the
case for needing more funding.

Then we do kind of wonder where the title VI legislation will
end up if the funding for. major world regions is coming through
special, separate legislation. So, I don't think I altogether applaud
this development. More funds are needed, but the special interest
approach I think could be a problem.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I tend to share your feelings on that.
How would each of you react to the proposal made by one of the

Senators that we simply take Peace Academy proposal and create a
new part (d) of title VI with an authorization of approximately $8
million in that area? Is that a way to bring about some coordina-
tion and yet deal with that concept or not?

Dr. TROWBRIDGE. Sir, I don't have the knowledge to respond to
that with any authority. One thing I would point out to you is, I
would call your attention to this booklet we provide here, called
"Report on U.S. Government, International Exchange and Training
Programs." To my knowledge, this is the first publication of this
sort that has ever been done. Maybe I am wrong on that, maybe
only done recently.

If you look under tab B, Page 4, if there is going to be some at-
tempt at integration, you are going to haveand I don't wish to
minimize it, perhaps it is something that you can solveyou are
going to have the present lines drawn and you are going to have
the turf battles.

For instance, if you look at the total number in 1982 in the far
righthand column, of total exchanges paid for by the U.S. Govern-

/ment in 1982, you w.11 see that it is approximately a half billion
dollars$504.3 millionand the total number of participants is
45,000.
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That is a pretty large figure. But if you are going to consolidate

this whole international program, are you then suggesting that we

take the Peace Corps, AID, military leaders and the DOD, the De-

partment of Education, Health and Human Services and the Na-

tional Science Foundation and USIA, and lump those things all to-

gether?
I don't know how to resolve that particular problem, but in order

to consolidate this and to have this kind of information that we are

now starting to get, is there some sort of suggestion that there

ought to be an overall umbrella for this? I don't have a solution for

that. I leave it to wiser people than me. But you see the problem in

that right there as to who presently has the action on these things.

Mr. GUNDERSON. No other comments on whether we ought to

create a new title (d)? OK.
Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Just one other comment.
One of the thingsand Barbara Burn knows of my concerns in

this areais this lack of coordination means that we are not
taking a good look at what areas we are covering and what areas

we are not covering. So, it is almost by whim.
No one is making sure there are students from Burma, or you

name it, who are coming to the United States. It seems to me that

is not in the national interest, that somehow we ought to be having

an umbrella without holes in it, and now the umbrella has quite a

few holes in it. It is better than no umbrella, but it is not a very

effective umbrella.
I appreciate your testimony here today. I am not sure where we

are going with it, but I think we have to be looking at this whole

area. It is interesting that the expenditure under tab B that you

were talking about was a half bPlion dollars$500 million--but

over $200 million of that is in the military side. So, if you deduct

that, you are talking about $300 million or a small fraction of 1

percent of what we spend on the military budget.

My strong feeling is that if we are really talking about the secu-

rity of this country, we ought to be trying to build that base of un-

derstanding by providing more amply in this area.
We thank you very, very much for your testimony and providing

us with your help today. My apologies again for starting late.
[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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